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MOT Focus plus
Diagnostics & Test
Equipment
Ignition & Battery
Technology

Maintenance and
service fluids for
professionals...

Advanced fluid engineering...
Klarius Products’ professional automotive fluids
range is designed specifically for use by the
trade. Formulations are maximum strength with
premium active components.
All the products in range are designed to maximise the service life
of vehicle components.The advanced fluids have been formulated
at an in-house laboratory by expert chemists - so performance,
safety and environmental compliance are guaranteed.

Order by 5:30pm for
next morning delivery

TM

www.klarius.eu

Email the customer service team at
cs.team@klarius.eu or call 01538 752561
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DEAR READER,
For our September issue, we have focused our thoughts on Management –
with features on ignition, battery technology and diagnostic tools. We also
have a section on MOT news and equipment management, in which the
DVSA discuss their connectivity plans in an exclusive interview with Rob
Marshall and a reader shares his experience of upgrading to an automated
test lane.
We visit Markhams Garage to hear how Autologic’s DrivePRO has helped
them to keep up with the latest technology and reader Edward Grigg of
Swanley Garage Services reviews Denso’s e-VIDEN’s vehicle inspection tool.
Iain Robertson’s new car focus this month highlights the technology
driving the Audi’s new S8 model and he also details the innovative new
systems and gadgets in our regular 4-Focus, which includes Hyundai’s new
interpretation of variable valve timing.
Finally, a reminder that we have our Big Day Out training event taking
place next month on Saturday 5th October in Crick, Northamptonshire.
Delegates have been completing a brief survey to detail the areas and
faults they find most challenging, so the content is created around their
needs. Get in touch if you’d like to book on to this valuable, subsidised
course.
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NEWS
MOT TESTER PROSECUTED
A Bristol MOT tester was recently prosecuted by the DVSA after
he carried out sub-standard MOTs in a layby in Keynsham.
Paul Court-Chandler of Bristol was found guilty of fraud when
he admitted logging into the account of former employer
Stockwood Garage and falsely issuing 25 MOT certificates.
He admitted that none of the vehicles had ever been to the
garage named on the certificate and had not had the brakes,
emissions or underside checked.
Andy Rice, DVSA Head of Counter Fraud and Investigations,
said: “MOT fraud is a serious issue, it puts potentially dangerous
vehicles on the road. This is why we’re now using artificial
intelligence and expert analysis to interrogate MOT records
and pick out potentially fraudulent or incompetent tests. When
we find such activity, we’ll consider banning and prosecuting
offenders, and will push for the strongest punishments.”

For two offences, a total of 52 weeks in prison was handed
down, suspended for 24 months. For remaining offences
there was a custodial sentence of 26 weeks suspended for 24
months. He was also given a 12-month community order with
150 hours of unpaid work. The judge ordered him to pay a
contribution towards prosecution costs of £1,200. He also was
banned from being a MOT tester.
Court-Chandler told the DVSA that he only charged the going
rate for a MOT and stopped when he had repaid a debt.

MOT ANNUAL TRAINING EVENTS
The RMI Academy of Automotive Skills run regional MOT
annual training sessions throughout the year and has the
following dates available:
• Tuesday 10th September - Oakham
• Tuesday 17th September - Bridgend
• Tuesday 15th October - Hemel Hempstead
• Tuesday 12th November - Bury St Edmunds
• Tuesday 26th November – Havant

GETTING CONNECTED
The DVSA says that from 1 October, anyone buying a
roller brake tester will need to make sure it’s a model
that can connect to the MOT testing service. It suggests
that connected equipment will save time, reduce the risk
of error in entering MOT results and help to reduce the
risk of fraud. See page 32 within our MOT feature, where
Technical Editor Rob Marshall asks the DVSA about its
connectivity plans.

NEWS

Chief Executive of the Garage Equipment Association,
Dave Garratt, said: “The main concern for GEA members
is to improve the quality of MOT equipment and remove
any possibility of human error in the reporting procedure.
Connecting MOT test equipment is a very logical step for
us as it removes any “miss keying” by the operator and
speeds up the process. Starting by connecting brake
testers makes good sense and since the introduction
of Automated Test Lanes (ATLs) most may already be
connectable."
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DVSA is also working with manufacturers to develop
diesel smoke meters, exhaust gas analysers and
decelerometers that connect to the MOT testing
service. There are plans to make connectable models of
these kinds of equipment mandatory for replacement
equipment and new garages too.

Doors open at 09:30am, and training takes place between
10am and 1pm. Tickets cost £70+VAT, which includes the
training, an RMI annual training workbook and access to the
online assessment, which must be taken outside of the course
before March 31st 2020.
By completing the training and passing the assessment you
will meet the mandatory requirements set by the DVSA for the
2019/20 MOT Annual Training period.
To book, call 0845 305 4230 or visit:
RMItrainingAcademy.co.uk to view other annual training
packages and further information.

LUBRICANT CLAIMS UNDER
INVESTIGATION
Verification of Lubricant Specifications (VLS) has escalated
a case against Toyota First 5W-30 Fully Synthetic SN/CF Oil,
following months of investigation.
This was first reported to VLS in November 2018, with
complaints made about technically conflicting claims
on the product, which were not technically feasible. The
claims concerned industry standards such as the ACEA
engine oil sequences, as well as various different OEM
specifications. The technical information also contained
errors in the promotional material and claims made
against obsolete industry standards.
VLS worked with Impetus Automotive, trading as Toyota
First, to resolve the number of conflicting claims, remove
reference to obsolete claims and present the product’s
technical information in a compliant manner. The
Technical Review Panel followed the VLS marketing claims
procedure and asked for a copy of the Candidate Data
Pack (CDP) for the product. They failed to provide this,
putting them in breach of the ATIEL Code of Practice. VLS
is escalating the issue to Trading Standards as the claims
on the products cannot be validated or verified.

IMI REGISTERS 5,000 APPRENTICES
The Institute of the Motor Industry, IMI, is continuing to work
with the sector to address the skills gap and has now reached
5,000 registered apprentices for end point assessment.
The IMI currently offers 14 different Apprenticeship Standards,
recently launching three new ones for automotive repair
professionals.
Mark Armitage, Head of Membership Products & Services,
said: “As motoring technology evolves, with demand for lower
emissions, connected vehicles and alternative fuel vehicles,
the skills gap continues to widen. This issue must be urgently
addressed. The IMI is focused on helping businesses engage
with young people and raise the quality of vocational training
in the automotive sector and create a vibrant and sustainable
pipeline of talent for the future. And, as the next generation
of workers head to their schools for A-Level and GCSE results,
with career options front of mind, it is vital that parents, schools
and their future employers understand the genuine life-time
benefits of vocational learning.”

VLS Chairman Andrew Goddard said: “VLS cannot
independently verify or validate that any of the claims
made on the product have been supported by the
technology provider either through appropriate and
rigorous testing or that formal approvals have been
granted. We, therefore, have to conclude that no
evidence has been provided that the product is capable
of meeting all or any of the claims made against it. As
an independent industry trade body, it is our duty to
uphold standards in the industry and protect end users.
All products being sold on the market must be suitably
tested and capable of delivering what they claim.”

TECH CORNER HAS MOVED
Resources from TRW Tech Corner can now be accessed on
the ZF Aftermarket Website – providing more than 3,000
pieces of technical information on its LEMFÖRDER, SACHS
and TRW brands.

Is your garage short-staﬀed?
We provide reliable temporary cover for
absent vehicle technicians and MOT testers.

Sickness, holiday,
training days and
business peaks cover

Contracts lasting
from one day to six
months at a time

Experienced and vetted
technicians and MOT testers

Manufacturer trained
contractors available

UK-wide network of
over 450 contractors

We also oﬀer MOT and
technical training

We keep workshops running
Call 01234 432988

autotechrecruit.co.uk
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IAAF BRIEFING HEADS TO HAYNES MOTOR
MUSEUM
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation (IAAF)
will be holding its next Industry Briefing Session at Haynes
International Motor Museum in Sparkford, near Yeovil, on 31
October.
Guest speakers will include Quentin Le Hetet from GiPA UK and
Train 4 Auto Consultancy’s Director Steve Carter. Quentin will
illustrate what the next five years hold for the independent
aftermarket, highlighting the development of mobility, PHEVs
and VM strategy. Steve will focus on rapidly evolving alternative
fuel vehicle technology, including Hybrid, PHEV and Hydrogen
Fuel Celled vehicles and the monumental shifts afoot for the
repair industry and drivers alike.
IAAF members will get an update on the latest developments
with the connected car, type approval legislation and the ‘Your
Car Your Choice’ campaign.
IAAF Head of Membership Development, Mike Smallbone, said:
“What better backdrop is there for our members to absorb all
of this than at Haynes International Motor Museum, an iconic
attraction that is known worldwide for housing the UK's largest
collection of the greatest vehicles from around the world with
over 400 cars. Everyone who attends is in for a treat.”
There will be networking and coffee available from 9.00am,
with the session promptly starting at 10.00am before finishing

DAY OUT

JOIN US FOR A BIG DAY OUT IN CRICK
Autotechnician’s last Big Day Out of the year will take
place on Saturday 5th October at the ZF [pro]Tech
technical training facility in Crick, Northamptonshire. See
page 12 for details.

NEW TRAINING MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMME

NEWS

Auto Education Academy has launched a new membership
programme. Three exclusive options are offered – Bronze,
Silver and Gold, with each level providing increased
discounts and priority access to practical, IMI-approved
courses. The training is designed to develop vital and
profitable workshop skills.
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The Bronze annual membership provides 25% discount on
10 days training, with Silver providing 50% discount on 10
days training and Gold allowing the member to undertake
an unlimited amount of training for an annual fee of £999.
www.autoeducationacademy.com

at 1.00pm with lunch, followed by a tour of the museum.
Limited spaces are available, IAAF is advising members to book
early by emailing  Ann Silvester at anns@iaaf.co.uk.

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

AFFORDABLE CAR ELECTRONIC
REMANUFACTURING

£125
+ VAT

Ford Focus II 2005-2010 Instrument Cluster
Remanufactured: £125 + VAT

Common problems: Display failure | Multiple faults | One or multiple indicators
malfunction | U1900 (CAN) communication bus data fault
Contact us now: 01206 849920

WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
info@actronics.co.uk | www.actronics.co.uk | 01206 849920
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Request your copy from our website or
view online for more offers.

ILS

DETA

BRAKE & FUEL PIPE INSPECTION TOOL

CORROSION ASSESSMENT
HAMMER

TYRE PRESSURE GAUGE

HEELBAR

TYRE TREAD
DEPTH GAUGE

WIRE BRUSH

TAPE MEASURE
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TOWING SOCKET
TESTER

13 TO 7 PIN
ADAPTOR

LEVER

• Shadow board with MOT approved and compliant tools.
• Contents: Model No’s AK989, H1MOT,
S0837, TST/DG, TSTPG8, TST22,
VS0210, VSTL760, WB02, MOTB.
• Wall mounting and supplied with fitting kit.
• Model No. MOTBKIT
• List Price £194.95

KIT PRICE

£129.95 EXC.
VAT
VAT
£155.94 INC.
LIFETIME GUARANTEE*
ON HAND TOOLS

Model No. MOTB

WIN!

Over £350 WORTH 0F

Keeps tools organised and in one location.
Contents also available separately within the promotion.

HAND TOOLS

COMPETITION
Enter at www.sealey.co.uk
until 30th September 2019

Reader letter:
Does EV business
pay?
“For the last 15 years, many have said that to continue as an
independent, we should alienate much of our customer base
and specialise in a certain area or marque. Well, we at Cleevely
Motors are still busy and, although having to continually invest
in equipment and training, we are still able to maintain most
makes and models.
"Looking to the near future though, what will become of
the independent who can’t look after their customers who
are changing over to a hybrid or EV? I took the commercial
decision 18 months ago to start building an EV and Hybrid part
of the business called Cleevely EV after purchasing a Nissan
Leaf. After driving this new technology, I knew it would be the
successor to our slow, expensive and inefficient combustion
engines. We are already seeing our traditional customers
transfer to alternative-fuelled vehicles and we can continue to
look after them and retain their business. So, 18 months on,
how is it going? Day to day we don’t see enough faults or jobs
to survive as an EV-only business, however, work and enquiries
are increasing, as many owners of these first generation of EVs
are searching for somewhere more economical, than dealers,
to maintain them.
"Owning and using EVs daily is a key factor of the reputation
we are building. EV customers tend to be very informed about
their cars and very passionate about them – be warned, you
won’t be able to baffle them with information about repairs! I
haven’t yet experienced any hugely problematic jobs. We have
replaced a Tesla on-board charge unit, which was diagnosed
by Tesla remotely, and the customer came to us for the
replacement to save costs. We have investigated faults that
we have traced back to wiring, nothing more technical than
you will see in your workshop. There are the obvious dangers
of working with high voltage, but due to my training, I am
fully aware of the necessary processes to keep myself and my
colleagues safe.

jobs to survive as an EV-only
business, but work is increasing"
membership levels of HEVRA, including access to our stock of
used EV and Tesla rental opportunities. I can’t recommend the
benefits HEVRA membership has given us highly enough. We
are regularly asked by EV owners up and down the country if
we are going to franchise, but we see our involvement with
HEVRA as a better opportunity to share the benefits with other
independents, so we can all thrive.
"So, am I happy I made the difficult commercial decision
18 months ago? The answer is most definitely, yes. I’m very
proud of the Cleevely EV and Motors team for building the
reputation we have within the EV community. It has involved
a lot of dedication, weekend events and still requires constant
social media promotion and involvement, but I know it is the
right direction to go in. We aren’t stopping at what we have
achieved so far either, there is more to come, but we are in the
biggest change period our trade has ever seen, so why not
keep changing?”
Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors, Cheltenham.

For EV and hybrid technical information, training and
support, please contact  hello@hevra.org.uk.

OVER TO YOU

"You may have seen previous reports about our training
facilities being used by Pro-Moto to train other technicians,
or ‘the competition’. I have been asked, more than once, why
I would want other garages doing the same thing as us? The
answer is because I want all independents to continue and
thrive. Electrified drivetrain adoption will grow and I believe
it will grow faster if independents are qualified to maintain
them and promote the benefits to their customer bases, or at
least have the knowledge to answer questions about them.
This is why I’m assisting the IMI with the TechSafe scheme
and share my experience with the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle
Repair Alliance, or HEVRA. Over the last 18 months, we have
developed specialist parts, instructional videos and guides for
any independent that wants to create their own EV section
of the business. These are now available with the additional

"We don't see enough faults or
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Autotech sponsor febi bilstein
discuss failing water pumps and
faulty A/C systems
Water pumps are sometimes overlooked during routine
maintenance, but they can, and will, fail if left untouched for a
long period of time.
To keep an engine healthy in both hot and cold conditions,
it is vital that the engine has a healthy supply of coolant and
the water pump is the core component responsible for this
circulation.
Symptoms of a failing water pump might be water leakage or
the engine overheating. When the water pump starts to leak, it
can often be due to the gasket or bearing deteriorating where
the pump and engine block joins. If the pump fails completely,
it can prevent the supply of coolant to the engine, causing the
engine to overheat. Broken off or corroded impellers within the
pump is another reason they fail.
When faulty, the pump can loosen and create screeching, high
pitched sounds. This is often caused by the bearing operating
the water pump, which starts to wear out. It is important to
replace this part if this symptom occurs, as once bearings
fail inside the water pump, it often means the unit cannot
be repaired, and a complete replacement would need to be
carried out. Worst case scenario, the engine can completely
fail if not provided with the substantial amount of coolant,
directed by the mechanism of a water pump.
If any of these symptoms occur, it is advisable to replace the
water pump and use recommended coolants.
Popular Reference: 104480, OE Number: 11 51 7 548 263 SK1
To fit: BMW 5 Series (F10, F11), 6 Series (F12, F13), 7 Series
(F01, F02, F04), X5 (E70), X6 (E71, E72)

The Škoda Octavia
The first sales for the Škoda Octavia started in 1998 and since
then, its popularity has grown, making this model one of
the biggest cars in its class. febi bilstein supply over 1,300
parts for this vehicle; including steering, rubber-metal and
electrical components. All of febi’s vehicle components are
manufactured in OE-matching quality to provide longevity,
safety assurance and optimum performance.
Popular parts in the range include:
Part Number

Description

OE Number

Applications

103649

Clutch Master
Cylinder

5Q0 721 388

663

46315

Throttle Body

03G 128 063 Q

100

102584

Resistor

1K0 959 263 A

1,592

49862

Blower Motor

1K2 819 015 C

1,487

38513

Wiper Switch

1K0 953 519

671

The heater blower motor resistor, part number 102584, is
a popular reference for this model, managing the speed
variances of the blower motor. Without this part, the speed of
the airflow from the blower motor cannot be changed or may
not work at all. If the resistor is faulty, it’s likely that the fan will
only work on the highest speed. The fan speed is adjusted very
frequently, undergoing a huge amount of stress which, over
time, can ultimately lead to failure. A failing Blower Resistor can
cause many problems with the heating/air conditioning and
would indicate the need for replacement.
If the fan is stuck on high, it’s likely the heater blower motor
resistor is worn or faulty and should be replaced. All relevant
electrical circuits need to be fully inspected to verify a faulty
resistor. Other symptoms of failure may be that the blower
motor stops functioning (no air leaving vents), or the blower
motor only operating at two speeds, instead of four.

AUTOTECH

Note: The highest speed setting may still work because in most
cars in the highest fan speed settings, the current bypasses the
blower motor resistor.
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The febi product brand is part of the bilstein group, which
also incorporates the strong SWAG and Blue Print brands.
Its entire range of parts can be found at:
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

Technical support and training.
Welcome to ZF [pro]Tech – the technical support and training service for the
independent garage network. Through specialised training, unparalleled access to
information and constant support, ZF [pro]Tech gives you access to our specialists –
enabling you to benefit from our know-how and expertise and equip your business
with the skills and knowledge required for the vehicles of today and tomorrow.
Become a partner now: protech.zf.com

DAY OUT

Our final Big Day Out training event of 2019 will
take place next month at the ZF [pro]Tech training
facility in Crick, Northamptonshire, and we’d love
to see you there…
On Saturday 5th October, James Dillon and David Wagstaff
of Technical Topics, alongside Andy Crook of GotBoost, will
engage, challenge and, almost certainly, entertain technicians
and workshop owners from across the UK with their unique
form of training. Live faults and scenarios will be presented and
the group will analyse live data, working out the best courses
of action to get that all-important first-time fix.

Big Day Out training is bespoke…
Andy and James are now handing the agenda for the Big Day
Out training event over to delegates.

AUTOTECH 2019

The trainers will create several mini-workshops and a Q&A
session based on feedback from those who have purchased
tickets and completed a brief survey.
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Delegates are being asked for examples of diagnostic work
they find most challenging, which scan tools they currently use
and what vehicles/systems or areas they’d like to see covered.

AUTOTECH 2019 is sponsored by:

Join Autotechnician and the team for some fantastic
training, which is heavily subsidised by our Autotech sponsors
ACtronics, Delphi Technologies, febi bilstein, Flex Fuel and ZF
Aftermarket.

Join us for our last training
event of 2019!
Our next Big Day Out will take place on
Saturday 5th October in Crick, Northamptonshire.
Tickets are subsidised by our Autotech 2019 sponsors
and are available now for £98+VAT. Email  Nicola@
autotechnician.co.uk for details or call 01634 816 165.

Try this teaser question from the latest Autotech test that is now live on www.autotechnician.co.uk

Q. The diagram shows a technician testing the voltage across a Coolant Temperature Sensor.
Technical data states the resistance value of the thermistor (B) should be between 5,400-6,600 Ω at 20°C. If the circuit is operating
correctly, the resistance value of the ECU internal resistor (A) is:
a) Less than the resistance of the thermistor at the time of testing
b) More than the resistance of the thermistor at the time of testing
c) The same as the resistance of the thermistor at the time of testing
d) Constantly changing with temperature fluctuations
This is one of 15 multiple choice questions based on a Diesel Audi with a starting fault that was presented to Andy Crook of
GotBoost. See how you fair with the real-world diagnostic scenario by registering, or logging in, to www.autotechnician.co.uk/
registration. Once completed, score sheets are instantly emailed back to you, along with supporting learning material.
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NOW AVAILABLE
ANYWHERE.

The next dimension in aftermarket
support goes mobile!
The REPXPERT online portal has always offered everything to make life
for an independent workshop mechanic that little bit easier - so how
could we make it even better? Simple. By creating a mobile version
with new, exciting and unique functionality!*
Whether you need to find the right part number, would like more information about
our LuK transmission, FAG chassis and INA engine products, or even download
detailed repair instructions - REPXPERT has it all. Designed by experts - for experts.
Download the free REPXPERT app now, or visit www.repxpert.co.uk.

* Barcode scanning is a unique app feature. Some REPXPERT functions are only available online (eg. Bonus Shop)

Brandon Steckler flies in
from the States to share
his knowledge on pressure
pulse analysis

Non-intrusive engine testing
BY DAVID WAGSTAFF OF TECHNICAL TOPICS

Back in June, we were pleased to host a very interesting
training event here at Technical Topics HQ in Bridgwater.
The event was organised by Ryan Colley of Elite Automotive
Diagnostics, who had arranged for technical expert Brandon
Steckler to fly in from the States to talk about the subject of
pressure pulse analysis.
Brandon’s background is as a Honda dealer technician and his
knowledge of pressure pulse analysis came from a personal
interest in the subject and the resulting research he undertook.
He spoke of spending many hours just staring at waveforms
on a computer screen trying to understand what was going
on and the relationship between the waveform and gas flow
within the engine. His passion for this is obvious as soon as he
talks about the subject.

If you have carried out a relative compression test and
identified a loss of compression, the next step would be to
work out what the cause is. The lost pressure must have gone
somewhere. If a valve or the piston rings are not fully sealing,
then as the piston moves up the bore, it will push air past them
and create a pressure pulse. We can use a pulse sensor such
as Pico FirstLook or Autoditex Pressure Pulse Sensor to display
a waveform on the oscilloscope screen. These sensors do not
measure absolute pressure but instead produce a voltage
output as the pressure changes. If the pressure stabilises then
the output returns to zero. So, they are measuring change in
pressure and not the actual pressure in a system.
When we carry out a manual cylinder leakage test, we apply
pressure to the cylinder from our workshop air supply and
listen for the escaping air from the inlet manifold, exhaust
or crankcase to tell us where the pressure is leaking from.
However, with this test, we crank the engine and use its
own generated pressure to find the leak. The pulse sensor is
effectively ‘listening’ for the escaping gasses, so we place the
sensor in the exhaust, inlet manifold or dipstick tube to trace
the fault.

TRAINING

Although the training was headlined as pressure pulse
analysis, it actually covered many aspects of non-intrusive
engine condition analysis. He began by starting with using
an oscilloscope and an Amps clamp to carry out a relative
compression test to look for compression pressure anomalies.
This is probably one of the most valuable tests that can
be done with an oscilloscope and one that if you are new
to scoping, should get to grips with. The process is such a
timesaver, allowing a compression test to be carried out in a
couple of minutes without the need to remove spark plugs,

glow plugs or injectors, and this also avoids the risks of a
snapped component. The time saved from this will help to pay
for the oscilloscope alone.
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Diagram: Pressure pulses

By adding a cylinder reference, perhaps from an injector or
ignition coil, we can even work out which cylinder is at fault,
how cool is that? This is completely non-intrusive and within
just a few minutes, gives us a firm cause of an internal engine
fault. As no mechanical stripping has been undertaken, if the
car is beyond economical repair, the customer can drive it
away again, meaning no pushing cars out of the workshop
with heads removed and being stuck with a disabled car in the
car park until the customer decides what they are going to do
with it.
Much more information is contained in the pressure
waveforms once you have a good understanding of them.
Brandon could, for instance, see issues with valve clearances
on a V6 Honda engine by just simply placing a probe into the
exhaust on a service and looking at the waveform. If he spotted
an issue, he was able to upsell a valve clearance adjustment
job, knowing it was required.

TRAINING

Brandon moved on to talk about in-cylinder pressure
waveforms using the Pico WPS500. Although this now involves
getting access into the cylinder by removing something like
a glow plug or spark plug, it does give us more information
about the engine’s mechanical condition. We can now measure
actual compression pressure (both cranking and running), see
issues with airflow in and out of the cylinder, valve timing and
sealing issues, plus any mechanical issues with the valve gear.
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When you get to more complex issues you can combine all the
techniques above and display relative compression, in-cylinder
pressure and pulse sensor waveforms on the screen together.
The information can be overwhelming but there are a few
overlay programs that can be used to help work out what is
happening in different parts of the screen.

The event was well received by all those that attended and has
created quite a buzz in several online forums. It was so popular
that Ryan is likely to invite Brandon back for a second round of
training – keep an eye out for more details.
If you want some more hands-on training, we’ve been running
training at Technical Topics covering very similar subject matter
for a few years now as part of our ‘Oscilloscope Masterclass’
course. We use our engine test rig to get you deep into engine
condition analysis, relative compression tests and pressure
waveforms, using both pulse sensors and WPS. We can insert
faults on the engine and let you explore the results whilst
we guide you, enabling you to build your knowledge of the
technique. The next date for this course is Sept 30th, if you’d
like more information on the course contents and dates, please
check out our website at techtopics.co.uk.
Finally, I’d like to thank Brandon for his very interesting and
informative presentation, Ryan Colley for organising this very
enjoyable event and Steve Scott from Simply Diagnostics for
his support.

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

4-Focus
IAIN ROBERTSON TAKES A LOOK AT INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY IN
NEWER MODELS

HYUNDAI – CVVD TECHNOLOGY
We have all heard about and worked on various ‘Constantly
Variable’ aspects of valve-train technology but South Korean
carmaker, Hyundai, still believes in the on-going viability of the
ICE. It says that its Constantly Variable Valve Duration (CVVD)
optimises engine performance, fuel efficiency and emissions.
In essence, the system regulates the duration of intake valve
opening and closing, according to driving conditions. It claims
to increase power by 4%, with a 5% improvement in fuel
economy, while reducing overall CO2 exhaust emissions by
a significant 12%. While variable valve technology is far from
new, Hyundai claims that CVVD takes it in a fresh direction,
by adjusting the length of duration that an intake valve is
open. It opens the intake valve from the middle to the end
of the compression stroke, improving fuel efficiency by
reducing the forces acting against the piston. At higher speeds,
keeping the intake valve closed during the beginning of the
compression stroke maximises the amount of air in the mix to
create superior combustion, therefore increasing torque and
improving acceleration. Later this year, Hyundai will launch the
new petrol engine that features CVVD in 1.6-litre V4 form, with
turbocharger and direct injection, in a new Sonata model. It

develops a cool 180bhp and 195lbs ft of torque. The new unit
also features 350bar fuel pressure, a new thermal management
system to heat, or cool, the engine speedily and 34% lower
friction parts.

NEW CAR TECH

HONDA – A GROUND-UP COMPACT EV
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With hopes of managing expectations for its all new Honda e,
as THE EV of choice for city dwellers, the Japanese carmaker has
insisted on a ‘simplicity-first’ stance. Featuring a water-cooled
35.5kWh lithium ion high capacity battery pack, the Honda e
can be charged using either a Type 2 AC connection or a CCS2
DC rapid charger, with an at-a-glance indication of charging
status. The Honda e has a driving range of up to 125 miles, to
underscore its urban mobility role. A rapid charger can restore
up to 80% of its battery capacity from ‘empty’ within 30 minutes.
The charge port is located beneath a small flap set into the
bonnet’s leading edge, with an illuminated glazed panel for
nocturnal charging. The full-width digital instrument panel
inside the car also displays charging and usage rates. Set to
be launched in two months’ time, its low and compact, midchassis battery location helps to provide it with a near perfect
50:50 weight distribution. Dedicated to providing balanced
dynamics, the electrically driven rear axle ensures that the car’s
steering responses are uncorrupted. However, featuring fairly
conventional independent suspension, with many components
produced from forged aluminium, the car has been gifted a
fluent ride quality allied to a first-rate, responsive handling
remit. A tight turning circle aids urban manoeuvrability.
Although the car was revealed at Geneva earlier this year, it was also demonstrated at the recent Goodwood Festival of
Speed and has attracted over 30,000 interested responses across Europe, with 9,000 from the UK.

MAZDA – TAKING A
LARGER CAPACITY ROUTE
TO MANAGING FRUGALITY
With its latest Mazda3 model, which
boasts exceptional aerodynamics
(0.21Cd), the Japanese company
continues to exercise a larger ICE
engine capacity with lower specific
power outputs in both petrol
and diesel forms. CO2 ratings and
noxious emissions are the core
issues. Rather than take the small
engine/high power route of many
of its rivals, an aspect leading
them to revert to larger capacity
ICEs, due to future emissions
requirements, Mazda has concentrated on ‘Well-to-Wheel’ (W2W) methodology, believing that current EV ratings of 0g/
km are disingenuous. It supports its contention by stating that its Skyactiv-G (petrol) and -D (diesel) units average out at
142g/km, while an equivalent EV might be around a true 124g/km, which suggests that a 10% improvement in efficiency
would draw them into similar territory. Mazda believes that the ICE will have a major role to play beyond 2030. However,
it is the firm’s Skyactiv-X engine development, featuring Spark Controlled Compression Ignition (SPCCI) that combines the
benefits of both spark and compression ignition technology, which is its most exciting development. Running 2-3 times
leaner than today’s ICEs, conventional spark plugs alone cannot ignite the mixture. Mazda’s solution is to trigger both forms
of combustion in different ways. By managing the spark, while compressing the mixture, using a new piston design, the
combustion phase can be stabilised, made predictable and reliable, but both work seamlessly together, as dictated by load.
SPCCI returns 20% greater fuel economy, while torque increases by 10-30%.

SUZUKI – SMALL CAPACITY ENGINES WILL
NOT MANAGE FUTURE CO2 CONTROLS

NEW CAR TECH

For many years, the world’s best small car specialist was
Fiat. Today that mantle is worn by Suzuki Cars. While the
Japanese company’s design stance is a blend of pleasant and
benign, its first-class engineering has seldom been drawn
into question. The Vitara crossover model pictured is a good
example of a market-leading 1.0-litre turbo-triple (109bhp)
powered car that can boast 50mpg potential but, under WLTP
rules, emits 153g/km in 2WD form (162g/km 4x4). Although
road tax and (for business-users) Benefit-in-Kind taxation
continue to use existing NEDC (New European Driving Cycle)
laboratory ratings for both fuel economy and emissions,
the change to WLTP (World Harmonised Light Vehicle Test
Procedure) ‘real world’ testing will occur within the next
two years. As a result, Suzuki is now developing its naturally
aspirated GDI DualJet, rather than the more recent BoosterJet
turbo-petrol technology. The engine capacities will increase,
although Suzuki is remaining tight-lipped on what size they
will be. DualJet engines are a collaboration between Suzuki and Bosch and feature
paired fuel injectors. Being positioned close to the combustion chamber, improved
fuel atomisation, faster vaporisation and more efficient filling of the chamber are
achieved. Like Mazda’s latest engines, a higher compression ratio (12.0:1) increases the
speed that the flame passes through the mixture and it burns more efficiently. It has
revised piston crown profiles, below piston cooling, an optimised water jacket and
a revised EGR layout (to deal with NOx emissions) featuring integrated cooling to
resolve abnormal combustion events such as misfiring, fuel issues and
so on.
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A former car reviewer now
resides at Number 10; we will
wait and see how this will affect
government transport policy
(image, courtesy of Nissan GB).

Management – more than just engines
While the summer period has seen two months fly by between
Autotechnician magazine issues, rest assured, we have
not been sunning ourselves on a beach. Instead, the team
continues to be busy behind the scenes, to bring you the latest
relevant news on our website and Facebook pages. While it
is always nice to receive 'likes', please continue to join in, not
only with your stories and feature suggestions, but also areas
that you would like us to investigate. You will see that we have
taken your lead, especially in this issue.

FEATURE INTRO

Managing change
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Much has changed, since AT's previous magazine was
published at the beginning of July. You may have noticed that
petrol pumps are being re-labelled to emphasise petrol/diesel's
bio-fuel content and, while the Department of Transport has
denied it thus far, it is fair to bet that this is to ready the British
public for E10 petrol – something that will have repair and
maintenance implications. Oh, we have a new Prime Minister
that plans to guide us into unchartered waters of new trade
deals. Yet, against a back-drop of declining new car production
in both markets, the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT), which has an aftermarket section, has forged
its own deal, by signing a co-operation agreement with the
China Association of Automobile Manufacturers (CAAM). This
might be controversial, considering that China's own standards
have been so sorely criticised in the past, including action
being taken against Chinese suppliers at car parts trade shows
in both North America and Europe. Interestingly, the SMMT has
not responded to our questions about the move.
The DVSA, meanwhile, has been more open about explaining
its reasoning behind connectivity, in an exclusive interview
as part of our MOT equipment management feature, which
includes experiences from a garage about its move from a

one person MOT test ramp to an automated test lane (ATL).
Our magazine theme on management continues with a look
at diagnostic equipment investment and, in this issue, we
examine a garage’s experience of Autologic's DrivePRO and
how it is assisting an all-makes repairer keep on-top of the
latest tech. We also visit Edward Grigg of Swanley Garage
Services to see how he has been getting on implementing
vehicle health checks prompted by Denso’s e-VIDEN’s tool.
Management does not extend solely to capital investments
but also preparing for potential issues, now that the summer
is drawing to a close. As demand for replacement ignition
components tends to peak in the winter, we look at how and
why spark plugs and coils fail and ways by which they can be
diagnosed, upsold and replaced.
Our tech-driven focus on new cars continues with Audi's
all-new S8 model. While we have come to expect rangetopping executive German saloons to pre-stage the latest in
technological features that will drip-down into everyday cars
over the coming years, Iain Robertson explains why he is a little
disappointed after probing beneath its skin. Even so, other
carmakers continue to introduce new tech, which are included
in our regular 4Focus section. While we are being told from a
variety of sources that the combustion engine is a dinosaur
that is about to be slain, which is understandable considering
the interest in Honda's cutesy all-electric city EV, manufacturers
continue to develop their ICE emissions management. Iain,
therefore, investigates Mazda's implication of diesel technology
to its latest petrol engine, Hyundai's new interpretation of
variable valve timing and Suzuki being another manufacturer
that is moving away from small capacity turbocharged engines,
with its next DualJet-powered Vitara.
As always, please continue to suggest technical articles and
investigations on Facebook and directly to Editor Nicola.

We’re the No.1
braking brand
Across the UK and Ireland, we’re in such demand that over 10 million Apec
brake parts were fitted last year – that’s one each second of every working day.
Yet it’s not the only reason why we’re the No.1 braking brand.

There’s our market-leading range of friction and hydraulic parts, all guaranteed
for 2 years/24,000 miles, covering every car and LCV you’re likely to see in your
workshop. And the precision manufacturing that ensures Apec parts fit first time,
every time.

Plus our commitment to constantly enhancing our service, value and quality.
We’ve become No.1 by being the best. And you only stay the best by trying harder.

full stop.

Spark plugs and coils have a profound influence
on not only each other but also the entire engine
management system. Selecting low grade, or
incorrect specification parts, or fitting them
incorrectly, can have serious ramifications.

Preparing for winter:
Plugs and coils
WITH BOSCH AFTERMARKET REPORTING THAT
IGNITION FAILURE IS MORE PREVALENT IN COLD
WEATHER CONDITIONS, YOU MIGHT WISH TO
PREPARE NOW FOR AN INCREASE IN DEMAND.
ROB MARSHALL GIVES AN OVERVIEW OF SPARK
PLUGS AND COILS, INVESTIGATES HOW THEY FAIL,
DESCRIBES ROUTINE CHECKS AND EXAMINES LOWCOST TOOLS TO HELP YOU WITH DISMANTLING AND
DIAGNOSIS.

Rendering contact breaker points obsolete, a transistor within
the engine ECU supplies the LT to the coil(s). Naturally, this is
controlled by a microprocessor that considers the many other
signals received by other sensors fitted to the running gear.
Among many benefits, modern transistorised ignition systems
can ensure an optimum dwell angle, an advantage of which
is that the coil is supplied with LT voltage for long enough to
ensure optimum spark strength. The HT voltage tended to
reduce gradually on older cars with contact breaker points
and is one reason why the driver would notice a significant
improvement in engine performance after a service had been
completed, which is not always that obvious today.

Avoiding corner cutting
Even so, a modern ignition system is not immune to neglect
and premature ignition coil failure tends to be the result of
neither making the appropriate checks at service time, nor the

IGNITION

Despite the huge advances that have been made in engine
electronics, the spark ignition internal combustion engine
remains reliant on a high voltage circuit to generate the
several thousands of volts necessary to jump-across the spark
plug electrodes' gap. The vast majority of modern ignition
systems employ a coil to generate this high voltage (or High
Tension - HT) output from a low voltage (or Low Tension - LT)
input, employing Faraday's Law for readers that have either
good memories, or an O-level/GCSE Physics textbook to hand.
Essentially, once power is cut to a primary coil of wire within
the coil assembly, the resultant magnetic field collapses and
high voltage is subsequently generated within another internal
coil winding. The spark plug is connected either directly to
the coil unit(s), or via a series of high voltage flexible HT leads,
or both. Naturally, the type of coil fitted depends on the car
model being worked upon, the attributes of each type will be

examined in a future issue. Even so, a mechanical distributor
might be employed on some older cars, made until the early
2000s, despite lacking 'Old-Skool' vacuum-advance timing
mechanisms and contact breaker points that are present on
most historic vehicles.
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Should you maintain classic British
cars, in particular, the quality of pattern
ignition components is so poor that you
may wish to consider offering an upgrade
that replaces the contact breaker
points and condenser with a sealed hall
sensor and transistor unit. Pictured is
a maintenance-free PowerSpark unit,
fitted to a Lucas 45D4 distributor, which
ensures a constant dwell angle and more
powerful sparks at higher engine speeds.

owner heeding maintenance schedules. Mobiletron advises
that poor fuel economy, stalling, back-firing and difficult
starting are typical symptoms of coil issues. SMPE reports that
the main checks tend to be restricted to visual inspections
that might not be stated specifically in maintenance literature,
which comprise checking the insulating gaiters and the LT
electrical connections. More detailed advice is included within
our earlier feature, www.autotechnician.co.uk/servicing-be-abright-spark.
"High resistance in the ignition system will prematurely kill
any coil," reports Morten Hansgaard Jensen, Product Specialist
of Ignition at the Bosch Aftermarket Division. He adds: "While
a resultant misfire might cause unburnt fuel to overheat the
catalytic converter, the coil has not had a chance to release
the energy that it has ready for the spark plug. Instead, it is
transferred as heat within the coil that will shorten its life."

IGNITION

Apart from internal short and high resistance, Denso adds that
defective cables, low battery power, vibration and mechanical
damage also reduce coil service life.
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Walker Products says that other factors within the cylinder, such
as a faulty fuel injector producing an incorrect spray pattern,
or even low compression, can vary the voltage demand on the
coil. This means that a spark plug can be used as a combustion
chamber sensor. Coil-on-plug systems that employ Delphi's
Ion Sense Technology, for example, can monitor conductivity
at the spark plug electrodes to detect misfires, knock and even
fuel mixture/quality. The resultant signals are then sent to the
engine ECU. While skilled technicians have used oscilloscopes
to diagnose poor running conditions for years, Ion Sense
enhances and simplifies this technique, by providing real-time
feedback directly to the ECU, while the engine is running.

While modern spark plug electrodes
should pre-gapped for your engine
application, it is worth doublechecking them with a dedicated
wire gauge, in case the plugs have
been dropped in transit. Never
place pressure on the centre
electrode. Pictured is a NGK Iridium
IX spark plug, which offers superior
performance, as well as a longer
lifespan. Yet, some engines require
precious metal spark plugs, so do not
downgrade them.
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facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
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NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntkuk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd
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TIMING IS
EVERYTHING

You don’t need telling that timing is critical to optimise the efficiency
of an engine. That’s why camshaft and crankshaft sensors are key
to ensuring the correct function of fuel injection and ignition
systems. So don’t compromise on quality. Fit the best from
the world’s No.1. NTK
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O
QUALITY

LAMBDA : NOx : EGT : MAF/MAP : CAMSHAFT & CRANKSHAFT SENSORS

FROM THE WORLD’S NO.1

When inspecting coils, look for corrosion, cracks in the coil body and
rubber insulators, as well as evidence of 'tracking' (which may be
displayed as a dark line on the white spark plug ceramic insulator). Be
suspicious if you find any oil/water contamination within the engine's
spark plug tubes, these issues can cause misfires and premature coil
failure.

When servicing, however, Tim Howes, Deputy General Manager
of the Supply Chain & Technical Service at NGK Spark Plugs
(UK), advises that, "If the coil is mounted directly on the plug,
the coil would need to be removed to gain access, giving the
opportunity to visually check for perishing/contamination of
the rubber parts, plus corrosion, cracks and evidence of current
leakage 'tracking'. It is important to use the correct specialist
tools when removing and refitting ignition coils, in order to
prevent damage to the insulating materials, circuit boards,
windings, connectors, etc."

Rubber gaiters from either coils, or HT leads, can fuse to the spark plugs.
Peter Wallace, Senior Business Line Manager at Motaquip, says that a
suitable grease should combine decent lubrication/insulation properties
and have an operating temperature of between -40 to +200 degrees
Celsius. Its use will make fitting/separation easier and the insulation
layer should prevent arcing that guards against subsequent misfires and
component damage.

Comprehensive product listings on MobCat, AutoCat & TecDoc
Experienced and knowledgeable technical support team
More than 35 years of manufacturing experience
Aftermarket focus with competitive pricing
More than 5000 stocked products
Cross referencing of parts
2 year warranty
www.mobiletron.co.uk
sales@mobiletron.co.uk
+44 (0) 1772 693 780
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Pay specific attention
to any tightening
instructions and note
the sealing design
at the thread base.
Bosch Aftermarket, for
example, recommends
that if you encounter
a spark plug with
solid washer for a GDI
application, you should
always use a torque
wrench to ensure correct
installation. Image
supplied courtesy of
NGK.

Denso adds that, should an ignition coil be identified as
defective, the root cause should be determined, to avoid the
replacement part failing prematurely as well. Naturally, the
vehicle manufacturer’s ignition system instructions should
always be referred to in the first instance but disconnect the
negative (-) battery terminal and wait at least 90 seconds
before removing the coil. Naturally, corner cutting extends
to replacement parts. NGK reports that sub-standard coils
tend to be cheaper but their inadequacies are not obvious

by inspecting the outside, because the quality of the internal
windings and potting materials tend to be where savings are
made. Lower HT voltage and even internal short-circuiting can
ensue. These inadequacies can result in an engine that is more
reluctant to start, increased misfiring frequency, raised exhaust
emissions and increases the likelihood of damage to the
catalytic converter and engine. Both SMPE and ACtronics also
advise that low-quality coils can cause severe damage to the
engine ECU, due to the incorrect fly-back voltages received.
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Yet, ELTA advises that technicians should check the
spark plugs first, because they tend to cause suspected
coil-related issues, before embarking on an exhaustive
diagnosis procedure.

Useful diagnostic tools

Spark Plugs: the business end
It is easy to forget just how much of a hard life a typical
spark plug endures. Even at engine idling speeds, each
one must ignite the fuel mixture eight times a second,
be expected to withstand huge temperature variations
in milliseconds, because combustion heat is followed
immediately by a cooling effect from air being drawn in
through the inlet valve(s), and resist forces that can be
the equivalent of fifty times the force of gravity. Should
any replacements be fitted that do not combine high
mechanical strength, with effective insulators that can
contain at least 30,000 volts, misfires could be the least of
the problems encountered. The plug could disintegrate,
causing catastrophic physical damage to the combustion
chamber.

As separating ignition components by hand might
damage them, ask your supplier about the range of
tools that are available to reduce the risk. Pictured is
Laser's spark plug gaiter lead removal tool (part no
2719), the use of which should save workshop time. It
is also worth investing in coil removal tools, especially
for pencil-type designs.

While NGK told us that it has witnessed plugs being
mis-sold as premium precious-metal types, the arrest and
subsequent charging of an online trader in May, who sold
counterfeit spark plugs that could have damaged engines
had they been fitted, proves that you should prioritise not
only trusted brands but also proven suppliers.

IGNITION

Yet, incorrect fitting can also damage even the best plugs.
Antoaneta Spiridon, Motaquip’s Business Line Manager
- Spark Plugs, advises that plug threads should not be
lubricated, because this reduces the friction at the thread
faces, risking overtightening. Distortion of the plug's metal
shell can result, which interrupts the heat transfer path
within the plug, causing the electrodes to overheat. These
'hot spots' make pre-ignition more of a threat, which is
something that you do not wish to promote in certain GDI
engines that are prone to Low Speed Pre Ignition. Follow
any fitting instructions carefully with GDI engines, so that
the ground electrode is positioned correctly, relative to the
fuel injector. The use of either a dial, or torque wrench, is
essential; use a short as possible extension bar and keep
it straight. Tilting the extension bar/socket may exert
excessive side pressure on the spark plug and crack the
brittle insulator. Incidentally, periodic adjustment of the
spark plug gap between services tends to be unnecessary
on modern cars, although it is recommended on cars that
run on gas.
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Never downgrade specifications, either. While older cars
may benefit from being fitted with a precious-metal spark
plug, due to the more focussed spark offering a more
efficient burn, they are mandatory on some newer and
high-performance engines. Fitting a more conventional
nickel-alloy type risks prejudicing engine efficiency, which
is likely to promote an illuminated MIL. Just like a spark
plug that is worn-out, fitting replacements of an incorrect
specification risks placing extra strain on the ignition coil,
something that can then have ramifications for the entire
engine management system.

Simple high voltage diagnostic tools can pay for
themselves the first time that they are used. Pictured is
Laser's HT lead spark tester (part no 2780), which can
be used to deduce whether a spark plug, or its voltage
supply is at fault.

You can also evaluate whether, or not, the coil is
supplying a strong-enough spark to the spark plug,
by adjusting the electrode distance with Laser's 5655
adjustable spark tester.

Managing your MOT
equipment

We made the switch!
Astley Cross Garage,
Stourport-on-Severn,
Worcestershire
As with many garages, Astley Cross
supports local private car owners not only with repairs
but also buying and selling all makes and models. "MOT
testing, therefore, is a critical service we offer through
our business," reports Workshop Manager, Jamie Clark,
who continues:

SINCE LAST YEAR'S MOT UPHEAVAL, ROB MARSHALL
NOW LOOKS AT THE OPTIONS OF MODIFYING, OR
UPGRADING, TWO PERSON MOT TEST LANES AND
QUERIES THE DVSA ABOUT ITS CONNECTIVITY PLANS.
Change is inevitable but, regarding MOT Test hardware
especially, the equipment is not designed to cost you a fortune
with no apparent advantage. Take the One Person Test Lane
(OPTL) and its more sophisticated sister, the Automated Test
Lane (ATL), as examples. Their chief benefits are to reduce the
number of technicians needed to conduct an MOT from two
persons to one, therefore permitting the garage to reduce their
direct costs related to testing.
Surprisingly, not everybody is convinced. The Director of
Euro Car Parts' Workshop Solutions division, Adam White,
enlightened us about his field experiences:
"Many workshops are still operating on older setups and, when
replacing equipment, they tend to choose older technology
synonymous with two-person testing. Businesses don’t always
realise that it only takes around six months to recoup the
investment cost of a new OPTL; something that ultimately
improves productivity, freeing-up technician time for other
profitable work."
Considering that Workshop Solutions supplies MOT equipment
from respected specialists that include Tecalemit, Liftmaster,
Crypton, Bradbury, Hofmann Megaplan and John Bean, Mr
White emphasises that there is considerable flexibility and
bespoke packages are available, as well as leasing options.

"Being based just outside a rural town, our customers
would not tolerate the labour rates that they might
encounter in a big city. Due to our relatively low hourly
rate, we do not consider MOT Testing as a loss-leader,
because we do not discount the maximum permitted
rate set by the Department of Transport."
This long-established garage changed hands around
five years ago, which Jamie admits introduced a slight
issue, because the sale included a lot of outdated
hardware, which Jamie says was adequate but far from
ideal. "One of the main issues was a large pit, over which
MOT Tests used to be conducted; we were never happy
with it," he recalls:
"So, I planned for the entire garage to close over
a fortnight for a complete refit. As we have only a
relatively small workshop, the building work would have
stopped us from working anyway. We decided to replace
an elderly, worn-out ramp, have the pit filled-in and an
ATL installed next to it."

Was it worth it?
"It was absolutely worth it!" Jamie states. Not only are
MOT Tests safer but they can also be conducted quicker,
helped immeasurably by the shaker plates that (like
those fitted to OPTLs) negate the need for a colleague
to sit inside the car and operate the controls. Astley
Cross Garage's MOT Testers agree as well, although it
was voiced that inspecting steering rack gaiters for rips
is not as easy, with the vehicle raised and its suspension
dangling – but this is a very small gripe. It was also
appreciated that the roller brake tester is linked into the
main computer; again, speeding-up the test procedure.

MOT

While Jamie is happy with the installation two yearson, he admits that anybody considering installing an
ATL must consider not only the hardware but also
the installer. "We found that, as can happen with any
building work, the fitting of the ATL was subcontracted
to another company and there were a number of delays
that could have been avoided, prolonging the work,
which was more than slightly frustrating at the time", he
explained.
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Consider the condition, range and specification of your ancillary
MOT tools.

Therefore, consider the practicalities, including any
potential disruption to your business, as part of your
costings.

RBTs can still be
repaired; Butts of
Bawtry reports that
its roller regritting
kit does not require
a professionallytrained operative to
apply it. However, as
regritting can alter
the roller diameter
and, therefore, affect
RBT accuracy, follow
the instructions
carefully.

To modify, or upgrade?
Butts of Bawtry explains that you can still modify an existing
two-man MOT Test lane to a OPTL and recommends the
equipment range from Ravaglioli for class III, IV, V and VII
applications. Yet, is the inconvenience of converting your
existing two-man lane worth it, versus changing the entire
ramp? Involve your chosen workshop equipment supplier
for advice, because your equipment preferences may not fit
in with your ambitions. The provider might also advise that
it could be more cost-effective to upgrade, not to maximise
their own profits, but primarily to give you the best value. For
example, the cost and hassle of modifying a two-person ramp
may be neither possible, nor worthwhile, in certain cases.

Maintenance
Workshop Solutions advises that you should seek a
service contract from the outset to control calibration
and maintenance costs. Should you go for an extended
contract term beyond the natural warranty period, you
may be able to extend the warranty period, too.
The GEA advises that creating a good relationship with
a garage equipment company, who can provide expert
installation, calibration and maintenance, is key. Many
of its members act as a quality reassurance partner to
garages, keeping the garage working and checking that
calibrations are kept in-line with DVSA requirements,
thus keeping the VTS out of trouble. The GEA also runs
an accreditation scheme to test the competence of its
member’s engineers, so it is worth checking that the
engineer calibrating your equipment is GEA Accredited.

Continued...
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The DVSA is not going to make connected
equipment compulsory for existing Vehicle Testing
Stations anytime soon but it is a requirement for
new VTS. It is likely that emissions equipment,
beam setters and decelerometers will follow.
Boston Garage Equipment reports that its RBTs are
DVSA approved as Connected MOT Equipment. As
specified by the DVSA, all data must be transferred
in the form of a JSON file via a secure Application
Programming Interface (API).

Continues...
Should you decide to upgrade, rather than modify, two
options lie ahead: OPTL, or ATL. The basic difference
between them rests with the roller brake tester (RBT).
The ATL's RBT is connected to the computer/screen and,
therefore, will feature upgradable software, hence offering
a degree of futureproofing to meet requirements, such as
offering direct connectivity to the DVSA's servers (as detailed
later). The RBT should also be able to weigh the vehicle,
compared to the more basic analogue weighing hardware
that is found on a typical OPTL set-up, which is harder to
upgrade digitally and, therefore, is less likely to comply
with future regulations without the garage experiencing
additional expense and downtime.

MOT

While an ATL tends to cost £1,000+ more than an equivalent
OPTL, Workshop Solutions' Adam White highlights that it can
be a false economy not to choose an ATL, such as in cases
where the RBL has to be moved to accommodate the new
lift. Consider also that ancillary equipment might have to be
changed; again, your equipment supplier should advise you.
The lifting jack, for example, might not fit the new ramp and
a new one will need to be procured. Yet, you might consider
expanding your technical capabilities. Should you have to
move your existing headlight beam aligner, for example,
it provides the opportunity to upgrade to new hardware
that will cater for LED headlights – the DVSA may not have
mandated these for the MOT Test, yet, but it is likely to occur
in the future, with so many current car models featuring
them as standard equipment. The same is relevant for other
camera/radar technologies, such as those encompassed
under the 'ADAS' category. These issues must be considered
and balanced against your funding and payback calculations
but consider that upgrades tend to involve garage
downtime and getting everything done in one fell swoop
tends to be preferable than having to repeat the exercise
several years later. Workshop Solutions told us that it takes
around six months to recoup the investment cost of an OPTL
and that ATLs will be upgradeable to comply with future
technologies for 7-10 years at least.
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As always, choose a workshop provider that can reconcile
your future plans, budget, forthcoming DVSA requirements
and maintenance requirements, moving forward.

The DVSA speaks to AT about
connectivity
Prior to going to press, a number of MOT Testers and
garage owners voiced concerns to us about the DVSA
mandating that certain MOT equipment must be
connected to their servers, so MOT data can be seen
by the department in real time. Responding to your
concerns and our questions, Neil Barlow, the DVSA’s
Head of Vehicle Engineering, told us that the authority is
introducing connected equipment to modernise testing
and reduce the potential for mistakes. He says: "There
are several benefits to using equipment that connects
directly with the MOT Testing Service. For existing
equipment, such as roller brake testers (RBTs), it will
save time in re-keying data and reduce the risks of error.
The same approach can also enable newer equipment,
such as digital camera-based technology, to improve
confidence that the right vehicle is being tested, and onboard diagnostic readers that will set the foundations
for potential new areas of the test.
“For RBTs, the connected equipment will provide the
same information that we receive now but without
the need for re-keying. For other equipment, such as
emissions equipment, or headlamp aim, we will be able
to have similar levels of detailed data. This will help
with consistency, but also give us better information on
which to make future decisions, for example, test criteria
based on the ‘state of the car fleet’.
“We set ourselves a target of changing the approval
specifications for new models of class IV, V and VII RBTs
to require connectivity from 1 July 2019. We have agreed
with the Garage Equipment Association (GEA) not to
approve any new models of RBTs in the relevant classes
unless they are connectable.
“We are also working with the GEA on rule changes
for diesel smoke meters, exhaust gas analysers and
decelerometers. We have agreed with the GEA that
no new models of these kinds of equipment will
receive approval from 1 August 2019 unless they are
connectable. We will continue to work with the garage
trade, the GEA and manufacturers on this. This will
enable us to work towards a wider implementation of
this technology, starting with new garage approvals.
“The DVSA has worked with the GEA and continues to
work with all manufacturers who are keen to develop
new products across the range of equipment. Typically,
the software development has taken days rather than
months to complete. We have worked on live products
with around five manufacturers and are open to working
with any manufacturers in the future."
The GEA’s Chief Executive, Dave Garratt, informed AT
that the DVSA and the GEA are currently testing the
quality of Connectable RBTs and the GEA will publish
a list on its website, www.gea.co.uk, shortly, showing
those that have been accepted for use in the MOT
scheme.
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MOT TESTING
DID YOU KNOW?

44% of NEW MOT Test Centre Applications fail the first attempt*.

DO YOU HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE STANDARD OF ADVICE YOU ARE GETTING?
All 24 Workshop Solutions Equipment Specialists are GEA-accredited Consultants.

We manage the whole process, ensuring a smooth, hassle-free, one-stop service
that is delivered on time and on budget.
Please contact the Workshop Solutions Team to arrange an initial free,
no obligation consultation.
*source DVSA

01827 838 477
BRANCHES NATIONWIDE

autoclimate

TM

CONNECTED BRAKE TESTERS
Boston says its brake testers have been approved as Connected
MOT Equipment, ready to be linked directly to the online MOT
Test System (MTS).
The equipment will receive test and vehicle information from
the MTS and transmit test results back via a secure Application
Programming Interface (API). Any errors are notified to the
user and failed uploads are automatically reattempted in the
background until received.
Boston’s range of roller brake testers are suitable for Class 1, 2,
3, 4, 5L and 7 testing, ATL and OPTL. SW900 software controls
Boston emissions equipment and remote online support can
be accessed. It offers 4WD testing as standard, extended range
radio remote control, and the choice between two control
stations with flat-screen monitors.
Boston Garage Equipment Director Brad Calcutt comments:
“Boston Garage Equipment was one of the first manufacturers

to work with the DVSA on their new specifications and,
following on from our brake testers, our emissions testers will
shortly be approved as Connected Equipment too. As with all
our products, we make sure our customers are fully supported
and trained on the equipment they are using.”
01708 525 585

WEEKLY TRAINING AT
THE RMI ACADEMY OF
AUTOMOTIVE SKILLS

UPCOMING MOT
TRAINING DATES

The RMI Academy of Automotive
Skills is the UK’s largest provider
of MOT training with MOT tester
courses running every week at sites
across the UK.

Mon 9th Sept to Tues 10th Sept at Euro
Car Parts, Avonmouth Fifth Way, Bristol.

If you have an experienced technician who would like to become an MOT Tester,
the RMI Academy offers several training options and course bundles to suit
individual requirements.
Its three-day MOT Tester Training 4 & 7 course, plus self-study and practical
assessment, will qualify a technician to become a tester and allow them to apply to
the DVSA to become authorised by taking their MOT demonstration test.
Course modules include: Relevant acts and regulations, use of the MOT Testing
Service, test standards and procedures, documentation and security, and
inspection routine. The practical assessment can then be completed at an
academy or at your business premises. The DVSA’s MOT demonstration test may
also be taken at an academy if required, at an additional cost.
Prospective testers must have at least 4 years’ full-time employment in the service
and repair of class 4 & 7 vehicles and have a Level 3 automotive qualification
or equivalent. If a technician does not hold a relevant Level 3 qualification or
equivalent, the Academy offers the Vehicle Technician Accredited Assessment
(VTAA) Level 3 accreditation.

MOT

A fast track option is coming soon, where a technician can complete their
VTAA and MOT Tester Training 4 & 7 in five days, followed by an on-site practical
assessment and MOT demonstration test at a later date. Please contact the RMI
Academy to register your interest.
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RMI members receive preferential pricing. To enquire or book a course, call the RMI
Academy on 0845 305 4230, email  enquiries@rmif.co.uk, or visit
RMItrainingAcademy.co.uk for further information.

MOT Test Centre Manager,
Level 3 Award [MOTCM]

IMI Level 2 Award in MOT Testing,
Classes 4 & 7 [MOTNT-4]
Tues 10th Sept to Fri 13th Sept at Euro
Car Parts, Unit 2 Sunrise Enterprise Park,
Sunderland.
MOT Test Centre Manager, Level 3
Award [MOTCM]
Mon 16 Sept to Tues 17 Sept at Euro
Car Parts, Unit 2 Sunrise Enterprise Park,
Sunderland.
IMI Level 2 Award in MOT Testing,
Classes 4 & 7 [MOTNT-4]
Tues 17 Sept to Fri 20 Sept at North
Humberside Motor Trades, Henry Boot
Way, Hull.
www.autoeducationacademy.
com/course-calendar

ACADEMY

of Automotive Skills

Tradition meets tech, with Markhams
Garage and Autologic

DIAGNOSTIC & TEST EQUIPMENT

DOES THE UNSTOPPABLE MARCH OF TECHNOLOGY
FROM THE OEMS MEAN THAT THE INDEPENDENT
SHOULD SACRIFICE TRADITIONAL VALUES? NOT SO,
ARGUES ROB MARSHALL, WHO VENTURES TO RURAL
HEREFORDSHIRE TO FIND OUT HOW AUTOLOGIC'S
DRIVEPRO IS BENEFITTING AN ALL-MAKES REPAIRER
AT THE CENTRE OF ITS COMMUNITY.
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While all garages can regale visitors (and invited journalists)
with anecdotes about going beyond the call of duty for
their customers, many rural garages take this to extremes.
Nestled in the quiet village of Kingsland, just outside the rural
Herefordshire town of Leominster, Markhams Garage Ltd
relishes the more unconventional requests as part of a normal
day.
"Just like the post office, a good garage should be at the
centre of village life", states Bryan Markham, the 79 yearsold proprietor, who joined the firm in 1966, after his father
founded the business three decades previously. Consequently,
the community relies on the garage's brawn and brains to
help with a wide range of problems that extends beyond
their transport needs. While you might expect technicians to
help with pleas to coax an unwilling engine into life on a cold
morning, or help to wake a lawnmower from hibernation, calls
beyond the usual call of duty, such as assisting with heavy
furniture lifting, or even guiding randy bulls across the road
safely into another field, is seen as typical country garage life.
Two staff members are also on-call firefighters that are part of
the local fire station and respond to emergency calls, including
road traffic accidents and at least one motorist owes his life to

Markhams Garage technicians, (left to right) Jake Jackson, Tavey
Cameron-Swan, Darren Poole and Simon Powney all use DrivePRO
and admit that Autologic's RAP support especially has saved time and
makes diagnosing, repairing and programming tasks far easier.

the Markhams Garage staff. Within this seemingly idyllic picture
of country life, you would expect the premises to be chock-full
of Morris Minor Travellers, Austin A30/35s and Series II Land
Rovers but this is not the case, as technician, Simon Powney,
admits: "In truth, while Land Rover is the most popular marque
that we see, the other vehicles are so varied that Markhams
Garage would not be able to meet our customers' needs if we
decided to specialise."

Bringing tradition into the 21st
Century
Should you imagine that a rural garage can last, by ignoring
the challenges that are threatening the independent
aftermarket, think again. If anything, rural life can make

overcoming these trials even harder but Markhams’ survival
has not been due solely to customer loyalty but rather its
evolution. By the early 2000s, for example, it ceased its bus
repair and taxi services, closed its bodywork repair division
and expanded its mechanical repair facilities, with a bespoke
six-bay workshop. At the same time, its two-bay MOT building
was equipped with one of the first ATLs installed in the UK,
which is due to be replaced again shortly. Another double bay
incorporates a heavy-duty ramp for commercial vehicle repairs.
"We cannot afford to be complacent with technician training
either," Simon explains, "and we send our technicians regularly
on courses to keep abreast as far as we can with new
technologies; the most recent of which was visiting Schaeffler's
training centre in Hereford for its double-clutch transmission
course, so we now can offer DSG repair services."
Perhaps the greatest challenge to the aftermarket is keeping
pace with the rate of change in vehicle diagnostics, something
that Markhams Garage realised in the late 1990s, and decided
to act upon, as one of its other technicians, Tavey CameronSwan, recalls. "Investing in the right diagnostic equipment has
always been crucial and we started with a Sykes Pickavant Two
Line, which was upgraded soon after to a Four Line system."
Indeed, looking through their diagnostic equipment cabinet
reveals several shelves, stacked with hardware from the last
twenty years, including kit from Snap-On, Autel, VAG COM,
Bosch and more. "We do not throw anything away," admits
Tavey proudly, "not because we are hoarders but the older
equipment is so useful for occasional, quirky jobs. We had a
1996 BMW 5-Series here last week with an ABS fault and 1997
Jaguar XJ Sport (X300) with an illuminated airbag warning
light, both issues were identified swiftly, thanks to this now
obsolete equipment."
The main workhorse on the diagnostic front is Autologic's
AssistPlus, which Simon Powney discovered after attending
a demonstration with Frank Massey. "I was very impressed
with the set-up," he remembers, "but the equipment was
incentivised heavily by Euro Car Parts, where ECP paid the
subscription fee and made a contribution to the cost of the
hardware; for us, it was a no-brainer."

When acquired by Opus Group AB in 2017, Autologic
Diagnostics joined forces with Drew Technologies.
DrivePRO is the first creation from this meeting of
technological minds.
This has resulted in the marriage of Autologic’s
diagnostic software with Drew Technologies' principal
hardware and CarDAQ-Plus 3 vehicle communication
interface technology. The DrivePRO tablet comprises
a Windows 10 touchscreen with integral moulded
handles, longer battery life, a more logical menu, as
well as remote diagnostic support. You can also liaise
directly to an OEM-Trained Master Technician at any
point. Usefully, programming procedures for BMW
and JLR models can be carried-out directly, so you
do not have to negotiate a manufacturer server passthrough. Autologic can also provide customers with a
unique Remote Assist Programming service for Volvo,
Peugeot and Citroën brands. J2534 Programming can
be a complex task but Autologic has the solution with
DriveRAP, which adds another layer to its support service
offering. The program allows Autologic to control a
customer’s device directly, when extra help is requested,
and carry out programming tasks.
Autologic states that DrivePRO should be considered
as more than the device alone; it is a portal through
which technicians can access its skills, knowledge and
expertise. Through its team of OEM Trained, brandspecific Master Technicians, Autologic told AT that it
provides a unique diagnostic support offering to its
customers globally, something that no other diagnostic
tool provider in the industry is able to offer.
Additional resources can be accessed directly from
DrivePRO, including Diagnostic Network (a globally
automotive community forum) for free, and workshop
data resource, Autologic Guided Data, powered by
HaynesPro.
The company realises that, while it is recognised by
much of the motor trade as the manufacturer of the
'Blue Box' that was discontinued in 2015, it is not
phasing out support for its older products. It reassures
its non-DrivePRO owning readers that it will not be
looking to make their products obsolete and will
continue to provide software updates for all products for
as long as possible.

Since winning the hardware and a year's subscription to Autologic's
DrivePRO, it has become Markham’s everyday diagnostic
tool; although the RAP remote assistance facility has proven
especially useful.
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Markham’s six-ramp bay is at full capacity most of the time, meaning
that time cannot be wasted unnecessarily.

What is Autologic DrivePRO?
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Despite this, Simon admits that the AssistPlus's advantages
were not realised for an entire year, until Markhams’ technicians
started to experience newer vehicles with more complex
emissions-related problems. From then, AssistPlus became the
garage's diagnostic tool of choice but, after three years of nearconstant use, Simon realised that it was time to upgrade.

A fortuitous visit
While Simon is proud of the business's record of keeping-up
with training, he came across red-faced, when admitting that,
until this year, the garage staff had not attended a trade show
in almost a decade. Like many businesses, taking all employees
for a daytrip to Automechanika Birmingham necessitates
closing the garage doors. Yet, Simon thought that it would be
worthwhile to visit during the final show day, especially as he
wanted to make the right choice about upgrading AssistPlus.
He recollects, "While I had spoken with Autologic about its
latest DrivePRO, I wanted a live demonstration to see if it really
was a viable upgrade to the already excellent AssistPlus."
Sure enough, the Markhams team was impressed with what
they saw in Birmingham on the Autologic stand and were
about to leave, when Simon was asked to put his business
card in a goldfish bowl for a competition. "Normally, I am
uninterested in such things, viewing them more as a gimmick",
Simon explains, "so, imagine my surprise, when we were
walking around the show near to closing time, as my mobile
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phone rang… we had won the star prize, which was a
DrivePRO tablet, plus paid subscription for a year. We were over
the moon."
Once back in Herefordshire, the team could not wait to try
out their £9,000 prize. Since then, the AssistPlus has been
semi-retired to the diagnostic cabinet and Tavey admits that,
"Already, DrivePRO has proven to be worth its weight in gold.
It is hard enough for urban garages to find technicians, let
alone good technicians; but it is harder for country garages
like us, which are not specialists. This tool addresses both
issues; not only do we have access to a master technician but
also specialist experience. The week after winning the tool,
for example, we had a rough-running Audi A3, displaying
a spurious fault code; effectively, the diesel pump software
had corrupted – this was the first time I had come across the
problem, yet Autologic's tech told me he had seen it 30 times
that month. After it was reprogrammed, the fault disappeared.
Another technician, Darren Poole, agrees that the tool's
Remote Assistance Programme (RAP) has helped save him
time, from simple to more complex tasks: "I replaced a Volvo
V60's battery and had issues resetting the charge monitoring
system; DrivePRO enabled me to contact the Autologic
customer support, which took control of the tool and reset the
system for me, which freed me to continue with other work on
the vehicle. RAP also saved me considerable time on a more
complex problem on a Range Rover Sport, where the key fob
had been water damaged. Autologic dealt with accessing
the convoluted Land Rover TOPIx, sent through the data and

invoice. Yet, diagnosing the problem in the first place can be
made easier, too. After all, capturing live data might be simple
enough but it is meaningless without any context. Thankfully,
via DrivePRO, live data findings can be referenced against
expected recordings.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Markhams Garage is very pleased with
the performance of its free star prize. "The call-back service
could be quicker sometimes but that is my only gripe," admits
Tavey.

Compared to the AssistPlus (right), DrivePRO (left) is more comfortable
to use in a workshop environment but Autologic is emphatic that the
quality of the behind-the-scenes support is DrivePRO's real strength.

reflashed the security system for me, while I fixed several other
issues with the vehicle."
Tavey also reports that it has saved the garage the
embarrassment of admitting failure and sending a customer
away to a main dealer, especially as DrivePRO boasts
enhanced capabilities for Asian vehicles. A typical example
was a KIA Venga TPMS in-wheel transmitter that DrivePRO
reprogrammed remotely, allowing Markhams to return the
car to its satisfied owner, who was all too keen to settle her

Yet, is DrivePRO good enough for Markhams Garage to pay
the £2,500 annual subscription fee next year? "It is a lot of
money for a one-off fee, whether you use the services, or not,
especially for a country garage" states Simon, "but DrivePRO's
customer service back-up is terrific. We can access more
vehicles, perform more tasks and, when we get stuck, obtain
expert knowledge; the RAP remote assistance is particularly
invaluable." We shall take that as a resounding 'Yes!'

Cost
DrivePRO diagnostic device: £6,000
AutologicLive diagnostic support and software
updates: £235.00 per month (12-month subscription)
DriveRAP: £70 per programming event.

Diagnostics
Leading Suppliers
Comprehensive
Diagnostics
In-depth Support
Genuine
OE Tools
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01823 328531

www.hickleys.com
diagnostics@hickleys.com
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Figure 2

Equipment used:
• Delphi DS150
Access to Technical Data, VRM lookup, Service light
reset, Read/erase fault codes, Read /graph live data
parameters, Full vehicle ECU scans, Programming,
Component activation/adjustment, ECU coding etc.
• Pico oscilloscope
Figure 3

• Delphi VTI (Vehicle Technical Information)
Ultimate Pack
This is integrated into the DS software, making easy
access from diagnostics to technical data; used
for component location, wiring diagram and test
procedures.
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Case study: Camshaft Sensor Error
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MASTER TECHNICIAN GEORGE
CRAMER AT BLACKPOLE
AUTOCENTRE IN WORCESTER,
PICTURED HERE, FOLLOWS GOOD
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES TO
SAVE A CUSTOMER THE COST
OF AN UNWANTED CAMSHAFT
SENSOR REPLACEMENT

good earth and 4.5volt power supply. Still suspecting a wiring
issue, George decided to use the Pico Oscilloscope, to give a
full picture of what is going on, when compared to a voltmeter.

George was handed a workshop job card for a 2014 Vauxhall
Astra2.0 A20DTH Diesel. The Engine Management lamp was
on and the vehicle was suffering from occasional poor starting,
excessive cranking time and limp home mode. “It was an
intermittent fault, so most of the time the vehicle ran fine,” says
George but he connected his Delphi DS150 so the fault code
was live - P0340 Camshaft position sensor. By pressing the '!'
button within the fault code he was able to see if there were
any common faults with this fault code, on this occasion there
were no known issues. The next step was to access the Cam
sensor, luckily this is easily accessible on the A20DTH engine
and its location was pulled up on the Delphi VTI (Vehicle
Technical Information) software, see Figure 2.

After several checks on pin 3 (5 volt power supply), George
found that the supply voltage was consistently changing; so
he conducted a wiggle test on the connector and wiring and
discovered that the pin was not correctly located within the
socket of the connector, see Figure 4.

Looking at pin 2, the signal wire, everything looked fine so he
decided to scope pins 1 and 3 power and ground, just in case
there was a loose connection or poor wiring which couldn’t be
seen using the multimeter.

Carefully removing the pin within the socket, George
discovered that the issue was a simple bent securing pin –
this was an easy fix. He straightened and refitted the securing
pin and reassembled the 3-pin plug. To confirm the fix,
George decided to carry out another wiggle test using the
oscilloscope. This confirmed that George had a reliable 5-volt
feed; and could clear the fault codes using the Delphi DS150.
Job done!

Suspecting that the sensor had already been replaced (it
looked new), George wanted to investigate further before
replacing the component. Again, using the VTI, George was
able to view the wiring diagram and follow the test procedures.
This particular engine uses a Hall Effect Sensor for the Camshaft
Sensor. This meant that the sensor required a negative and
5-volt feed, which meant the sensor could develop a 5-volt
square for the ECU, see Figure 3 (Pin 1 = 5 Volt ECU supply, Pin
2 = Signal from sensor to ECU, Pin 3 = Negative from ECU).
He first checked power and grounds (Pin 1 and 3) using a
standard multimeter. Everything checked out OK, there was a

Figure 4: Scope pattern of connection error when wiggling the 5-volt
feed cable

PRODUCT TEST:
Swanley Garage
trials Denso’s
e-Videns vehicle
health check tool
DENSO HAS DESIGNED A VEHICLE INSPECTION TOOL
TO HELP INDEPENDENT WORKSHOPS PROVIDE THEIR
CUSTOMERS WITH A DEALER-LEVEL EXPERIENCE
– GUIDING THE TECHNICIAN THROUGH A DRIVER
INTERVIEW, SYSTEM SCANNING, HEALTH CHECK
AND COMPREHENSIVE VEHICLE INSPECTION. A
PROFESSIONAL, AND CUSTOMISED REPORT CAN
THEN BE EMAILED OR PRINTED FOR THE CUSTOMER,
SEE IMAGES FAR RIGHT.

data within the DENSO cloud to help technicians identify
abnormalities and pre-empt potential issues.
e-Videns was created to help independent garages work on
a level-playing field with main franchised workshops and to
promote a much closer relationship between motorists and
technicians, building trust through greater transparency of the
vehicle inspection process. The tool invites the motorist to be
part of this process with a driver interview and can enhance
the likelihood of a swift approval for required and advised work.

How did the inspection tool perform
at a busy garage?
Edward Grigg at Swanley Garage has been using e-Videns
since July, here’s what he thinks:
“ I found the Denso machine very easy to operate but at
some points a little long-winded. Perhaps the developers
could provide an option to customise the walk around
list to suit individual requirements."

The tool also has the option to perform service interval and
diagnostic trouble code resets, eliminating the need to switch
to diagnostic equipment. It scans all available systems for error
codes and monitors live engine data under various operating
conditions. This information is then compared with reference

+

“I liked being able to upload photos to the report sheet.
This enabled me to easily show customers various faults
on their cars.”
“ I found the vehicle coverage to be good, but
unfortunately didn’t cover every car that I tried.”

+
+

PRODUCT TEST

“It was quite handy that you could write a report sheet,
clear fault codes and reset service lights with one tool, at
the same time.”
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“The tool produces a very professional report sheet. I
think the tool is aimed at garages wanting to give the
main dealer experience. I think it would particularly suit a
specialist, especially a business that focusses on
premium brands.”

“I found it difficult to justify using it during busy periods
but if I had a customer I wanted to impress or go the
extra mile for, I found myself wanting to use it.”
www.denso-am.co.uk

DIAGNOSTICS
WITH
THE EXPERTS

Autologic offers a complete solution:
Market leading diagnostic equipment
coupled with expert guidance and full
diagnostic support. It’s a unique
combination that enables you to
tackle every job with greater
confidence, efficiency and profitability.

“

I recently called Autologic
to help guide me on an
engine fault with a Volvo.
Their OEM-Trained Master
Technician guided me efficiently on
how to resolve the issue quickly.
I could not have fixed the car
without their support.
Petter, Fusa Auto

To learn more
about Autologic
products and services
contact us today!

“

sales-uk@autologic.com
01865 870 060

uk.autologic.com
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Diagnostic
products & training

DIAGNOSTICS & ENGINE MANAGEMENT

ESI[TRONIC] NEWS
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Since 2018, ESI[tronic] 2.0 Online has been available to
subscribers of the Bosch ESI[tronic] 2.0 software and the
Online mode has some updated functions. By using the
new Diagnostic Download Manager, workshops can opt for
a quick and space-saving installation. Only ECU diagnosis
and individual spare parts catalogues are stored on the
workshop computer’s hard disk. Additional information, such
as troubleshooting instructions and manuals, maintenance
information, circuit diagrams, Technical Service Bulletins and
Experience Based Repair can now be used online. The size of
the download package can be reduced by up to 50 percent,
saving disk space and significantly reducing installation time.
The free text search of ESI[tronic] 2.0 Online can include
specific symptoms, errors or specific vehicle components to
access relevant information. As soon as the first letter of the
term is entered, matching searches are suggested. Once a
search term has been found, results are listed according to
relevance and displayed with short summaries. The Computer
Aided Services programme, connecting troubleshooting

instructions and diagnostic functions, can now be used
fully in online mode, ensuring users always have up-to-date
information. Information on new vehicles, for example, is
included in the online version of the workshop software within
a few months of the vehicle’s market launch.

Safe diagnostic access
From September 2020, all new vehicle models in Europe will
be required to feature safe diagnostic access and vehicle
manufacturers are developing so-called “security gateways” via
the OBD socket. Once in place, only authorised mechanics will
be able to perform a complete vehicle diagnosis. Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles is already equipping its vehicles with security
gateways. To continue providing ESI[tronic] 2.0 users with
complete diagnostic access to Fiat vehicles, safety certificates
are exchanged via an internet connection during the vehicle
diagnosis. As a prerequisite, workshops willing to use this
function need to use diagnostic testers of the latest KTS
generation: KTS 560, KTS 590, KTS 350 or KTS 250. ESI[tronic]
2.0 subscribers will receive the required software patches via
regular updates.

JLM ACADEMY SET TO HONE DPF FAULTFINDING SKILLS

equipment and two training vehicles. The team of trainers
include Callum Lee (The DPF Doctor), Steve Scott (Simply
Diagnostics) and David Massey (Autoinform).

The JLM Academy has opened its doors, just 20 minutes
from Newcastle airport, developed by Darren Darling,
founder of The DPF Doctor Network and JLM Lubricants
brand ambassador.

Courses on offer include DPF diagnostics, diesel fault
finding, grass roots electrical testing, oscilloscope training
and Adblue troubleshooting. A range of courses on JLM
products is also available.

The new training facility is equipped with various
diagnostics tools, workshop data, specialist testing

Email  lbeers@jlmlubricants.com for course
information and booking enquiries.

DIAGNOSTIC TRAINING PROGRAMMES
WITH EASY PAYMENT PLANS
James Dillon of Technical Topics has introduced
an IMI Master Technician & Diagnostic Training
Programme, which he says, “Will inspire you to be
the best you can be and provide you with the skills
and knowledge to meet the technical challenges
involved with diagnosing and repairing modern
motor vehicles.”
Each Training Program is delivered over 12
months in Bridgwater and an easy payment plan is provided to help maximise
your training budget. Technicians can make one enrolment payment of £349
(£359 for the Master Technician program), followed by 12 further direct debit
payments of £349.
The programmes will cover all of the subject matter required to successfully
achieve IMI Technician Accreditation at a level that suits you. Diagnostic
Technician is at Level 3, Master Technician is at Level 4.
The team can help you decide which programme is right for you and will guide
you through the programme of learning and prepare you for final, formal
practical assessments. The number of places on the programmes are strictly
limited to ensure the highest possible quality training experience.

Discover
e-Videns:
a unique and
proactive
vehicle
inspection
tool
Enhance workshop
productivity and
performance

01278 428 699

LAUNCH EURO TAB II
The Launch X431 Euro Tab II diagnostics tool is now available from Euro Car Parts, priced
£3,250.
Developed around Android 7.1, the new Euro Tab has all the functions of the previous
model but adds new features including DoIP, J2534 pass-through online programming, a
DTC-based database and intelligent diagnosis. It has a 10-inch touch screen and has dual
5 GHz WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity.
The X431 Euro Tab II is supplied with a 12-month subscription to Haynes Pro Technical
Data, guiding users through diagnostic trouble code reading and step-by-step testing –
helping to increase efficiency and reduce repair times. The device can be used wirelessly
for extended periods and comes with a recharging dock. It supports ADAS functions,
DPF replacement coding and service regenerations as well as local and online module
programming, recoding and configurations. Users can purchase OE diagnostic software
and use their online subscription through the X431 Euro Tab II interface.

Driver
Interview

System
Scan

Health
Check

Walk
Around

Reporting

Diagnostic
Trouble
Code Reset

Service
Interval
Reset

www.densoevidens.co.uk

The Euro Tab II has been released alongside the new generation Connector Smartbox v3,
a diagnostic box independently developed by Launch that can be connected over WiFi,
Bluetooth and USB. It supports several diagnostic protocols including J2534 and can
switch automatically between DoIP mode and normal diagnosis as required.
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Battery
technology:
Product news
and support

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

Clarios, the global battery manufacturer behind the VARTA
brand, estimates as of 2020, every third car that enters a
workshop will be equipped with start-stop technology and
presents workshops with a new challenge when it comes to
changing a car battery.
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Installing a replacement battery on a new vehicle can take
well over an hour as the number of steps to change a battery
increases, with many installed in difficult-to-reach places, such
as under the seats or behind panels inside the cabin. Often,
diagnostic equipment is also required to re-programme the
replacement to the Battery Management System (BMS). An
example of a complex battery changeover is a Volkswagen
Touareg, which has 28 steps to remove the old battery and
install the new replacement and takes 72 minutes. So, it is
vital that workshops feel confident in charging a customer for
labour time on these types of time-consuming battery jobs,
see table above.

Essential to fit like-for-like
Motorists can be surprised by the higher cost of a replacement
battery for their vehicle with a start-stop system, but these
require a more robust battery to deal with the electrical
demands. Fitting a traditional flooded battery will not provide

the power needed to accurately engage the start-stop function
or cope with the additional vehicle starts. In addition to an
infotainment screen, smartphone interface and wi-fi output
that are commonplace on the latest vehicle types.
It is important to replace like-for-like or like-for-better
technologies, and not to fit a conventional battery to a vehicle
with a start/stop system, as the vehicle won’t function properly
for very long. If in doubt, consult the vehicle handbook or you
can check the VARTA Partner Portal to ensure you’re fitting the
correct one. To access this, visit www.varta-automotive.com/
en-gb/business-portal.

Test every vehicle
VARTA recommends performing a battery test on all vehicles
coming into a workshop as most vehicles are in just once a
year on average and 40% of breakdowns are a direct result of
battery failure.
Accurate testing will identify batteries in a poor condition
and could result in a new battery being fitted, keeping your
customers happy and on the road. It is worth sharing that it is
only 0.8 Volts between test results being Green and Red – that’s
less than a AAA battery, 1.5V! A small difference in voltage will
result in a significant difference in battery performance.
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43%
Of garages turn away stop-start battery replacements.

ARE YOU PREPARED?
The Ecobat Battery Technologies ONE BOX is an affordable
and accessible one stop solution that provides garages with
the opportunity to fit stop-start batteries correctly.
The bundle includes:
Battery analyser, battery validation tool, memory saver,
expert training, support and signage.

B AT T E R Y T E C H N O L O G I E S
For more information, find us
on Facebook.
@ecobatbatterytechnologies

www.ecobat.tech
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The OE spare part for start-stop vehicles and luxury cars
8 out of 10 newly manufactured AGM start-stop vehicles come with a VARTA
Best solution for the aftermarket to offer 1 : 1 replacement

www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/agm

These car manufacturers fit VARTA®:
Audi Bentley BMW Bugatti Chevrolet Chrysler Citroën Ferrari
Fiat Ford GMC Honda Hyundai Jaguar Kia Lamborghini
Land Rover Maserati Mercedes-Benz Nissan Opel Peugeot Porsche
Renault Seat Škoda Vauxhall Volkswagen Volvo

It all starts with

Taking the fear out of
Start/Stop battery
replacement
ECOBAT Battery Technologies (EBT) says there are still
many workshops that have yet to grasp Start-Stop battery
technology and are losing out on revenue. Its research has
found that nationally, 43% of workshops turn away start/stop
battery replacement, due to an assumption that fitting them is
complicated and the necessary equipment costly. It could also
be the potential negative publicity to their incorrect fitment,
seen through recent news stories concerning a prominent
chain and the subsequent demand for compensation, leading
workshops to believe it’s best to steer clear of them altogether.
The number of Start/Stop vehicles entering the workshop, all
of which are fitted with either an AGM or EFB battery, is only
going to continue to grow. Since 2016, virtually all petrol and
diesel engines have the system as standard.

All you need in One Box
EBT has developed ONE BOX, providing workshops with all
the equipment needed to test and install Start/Stop batteries,
and access to this profit potential, which would typically be
charged at more than £185 per installation.

With the ONE BOX package and a little training, EBT says
workshops will find that fitting these batteries correctly is not
a complicated process and allows them to provide a more
professional service, improving customer satisfaction and
reducing the risk of future warranty claims due to incorrect
installation or use of an inappropriate battery.

ONE BOX, and its other products including VARTA®, Lucas
and Numax brands, are available through its motor factor
customers. If a workshop’s regular supplier does not work with
EBT, they can contact EBT direct, who will then arrange for one
of its existing customers to supply it along with any necessary
training.
01743 218 500

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

The bundle includes a battery analyser to assess the condition
of the existing battery, a NOCO charger and OBD lead to
support the vehicle’s ECU/data storage during replacement
and a battery validation tool to ensure the new AGM/EFB
battery is assimilated into the battery management system.
The package can be also be supported with signage and pointof-sale material to promote start/stop replacement capability.
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Access technical and fitting
information on battery portal
The introduction of micro-hybrid vehicle technologies, first
seen on high volume production vehicles in 2009, means
the days of simply selling and fitting a standard 12V lead acid
battery are almost gone. Different cars require exacting battery
technology and most OE manufacturers have developed their
own online system designed to make finding the correct
replacement battery for a specific vehicle quick and easy. At
Banner Batteries’ portal www.bannerbatteryfinder.co.uk, you
can enter the vehicle registration to pull up the relevant battery
information including part number, capacity, power rating and
suggested selling price.
A further click through provides technical information, such as
the battery’s dimensions, layout, engine compartment location
and an estimated time for fitting. Users can also access a log in
section to obtain comprehensive fitting details.

Battery Management Systems
In modern cars, the Battery Management System (BMS) must
be reset at the time of replacement, as this is designed to
increase the availability of the Start/Stop system using detailed
data evaluation of the battery and accurate control of the
alternator output.
The BMS control module calculates numerous battery
parameters based on the data transmitted from the
battery monitoring sensor and adapts the charging system

gea_1_Layout 1 18/03/2014 13:06 Page 3

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

www.gea.co.uk
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accordingly. With replacement batteries having different
charging requirements to those that have reached the end of
their serviceable life, the Battery Management Systems must
be reset when the battery is replaced to prevent the use of
an incorrect charging strategy, which could result in: Loss of
Start/Stop functionality, increased CO2 emissions, increased
fuel consumption, loss of non-critical system functions and
premature battery failure.
Banner Batteries states that if a vehicle has a suspected battery
or charging system fault, and to ensure alternators are not
replaced unnecessarily, it is essential that accurate charging
system testing is carried out. Due to the variations in the
alternator output, based on the
charge and operating state of
the battery, it is not possible to
accurately test the output from
the alternator using traditional
methods. The only way to do
this is to interrogate the circuits
connecting the control module
and the alternator using an
oscilloscope.

Build in battery
checks
A lack of ongoing maintenance and increased pressure on
batteries from onboard electronics are the major factors
that lead to a damaged battery. Ring automotive offers a
kit to help make battery analysis quick and easy so you can
check battery condition as part of a regular service.
It takes roughly eight hours of continuous driving
for the alternator to fully charge the battery, so if the
battery infrequently receives a full charge from a long
drive, crystalline deposits form on the negative plates –
sulphation prevents the battery from charging properly
and occurs when the State-of-Charge is less than 100%.
80% of all battery failure is related to sulphur build-up on
the plates, causing the battery to die. Modern batteries are
also placed under pressure providing energy for electronics
and other devices for a prolonged period.
Ring’s RSCPR50 Professional Smart Charger has a
programmable charging current from 2A up to 50A,
LCD display, manual reconditioning, fast charging and
temperature compensation features. The 8-stage charging
cycle and multi-chemistry magic ensure a specific charge
for different battery types.
The charger includes a battery support function to sustain
the electrical system when diagnostics are connected.
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autodata gives an
overview of The 48V
mild hybrid system

1. Electric motor/
generator assembly
2. AC/DC inverter
3. 48 volt battery
4. DC/DC converter
5. 48 volt power
distribution unit
6. 12 volt battery
7. 12 volt power
distribution unit

Unlike true-hybrid configurations that use the engine and/
or electric motor to propel the vehicle, the 48V mild hybrid
system is used in a typical stop-start vehicle with the
integration of a 48 volt electric motor/generator assembly
to supplement the engine, improving acceleration and
enhancing fuel economy. Electrifying components such as the
air conditioning compressor, power steering pump and engine
oil pump further reduces the engine load and increases fuel
efficiency.
The automotive industry contemplated using a 42-volt system
in the 1990s but was later dismissed due to cost concerns
and practicalities such as switches and relays prematurely
failing. Driven by environmental concerns, modern electronics
make use of transistors, diodes and microswitches which are
more robust, making this a more viable option. Why stop
at 48 volts? Current regulations state anything over 60 volts
officially becomes 'high voltage'. This adds extra cost due to
expensive shielding, connectors and conduits like the orange
ones commonly seen on many hybrid and electric vehicles.
Yet, this doesn't mean the electrical architecture of the entire
vehicle will move to 48 volts. The conventional 12-volt supply is
still used to power many of the standard circuits. The common
48V mild hybrid consists of a small number of additional
components: electric motor/generator assembly, AC/DC
inverter, DC/DC converter, a 48V battery and an e-charger.

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

Electric motor/generator assembly: The water cooled, belt
driven electric motor/generator replaces the regular alternator
and functions to restart the engine after a stop-start event. The
12-volt starter motor is used for normal starting via the ignition
key. The electric motor/generator can support the engine to
improve acceleration and reduce load strategically to maximise
fuel economy and when in generator mode, recharges both
batteries, like a conventional alternator, but also when the
vehicle is coasting or braking.
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AC/DC inverter: The AC/DC inverter can either be integrated
or non-integrated into the 48V electric motor/generator and
performs two functions. It converts the direct current from
the 48V battery to alternating current, which then powers the
electric motor/generator in motor mode, and also converts
the AC generated by the electric motor/generator whilst in
generator mode to DC – recharging the 12- and 48V batteries.
DC/DC converter: As this vehicle encompasses both 12 volt
and 48V systems, a DC/DC converter is installed to reduce the
electrical voltage from 48 volts to 12 volts.
48V battery: The lithium-ion 48V battery is generally located in
the rear of the vehicle. Just like the electric motor/generator, it
can use the cooling system to dissipate heat.

8. E-charger

E-charger: The conventional turbocharger is superseded
with an electrified version, or e-charger. Instead of waiting
for the exhaust gases to spin the impeller up to speed, an
electric motor is used, instantly providing the necessary boost.
Alternatively, superchargers can also be electrified to provide
equivalent results as an electric motor driven turbocharger.

Future developments
Vehicle manufacturers are already developing other intelligent
enhancements to compliment the 48V system. The following
are just some examples:
• Dynamic Skip Fire, DSF, technology integrates cylinder
deactivation with the 48V mild hybrid system. The DSF system
isolates a cylinder by disconnecting the camshaft followers,
locking the inlet and exhaust valves in the closed position
when less power is required, improving fuel economy.
• Extended stop-start technology: This system will also switch
off the engine when approaching a stop or while the vehicle
is cruising at a constant speed.
• Electrically heated catalytic converter: To reduce the amount
of harmful emissions, the catalytic converter must reach
operating temperature as quickly as possible. Hybrid systems
exacerbate this due to frequent stop-start events or coasting
with engine off however, this can be easily solved by heating
the catalytic converter electrically using the 48V system.
So, while the current 12 volt system struggles, compared
with other more expensive true hybrids, the 48 volt mild
hybrid technology offers a cost-effective solution in satisfying
emission regulations and future increases in energy-hungry
electrical components. The use of 48 volt technology is set
to grow even further as stricter CO2 emission targets are set
and the decline of the internal combustion engine continues.
With the growth in popularity and demand for HEVs and EVs,
Autodata is rolling out drive system diagrams for electric and
hybrid vehicles.
www.autodata-group.com
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

OFFERING CUSTOMERS THE CHANCE TO
UPGRADE LIGHTING

FIX DAMAGED THREADS IN A FLASH
In a busy workshop, there are numerous instances when
threads can get damaged – whacking a track rod end
with a hammer, cutting a bolt or threaded rod, whacking
a driveshaft out of a hub — and the threaded ends get
torn and squashed. Wheel studs can get damaged just
by removing and refitting the wheels. Laser Tools has an
external deburr & chamfer tool (part number 7510) to fix
this.

OSRAM stresses the importance of replacing bulbs in pairs
and suggests workshops are proactive with customers,
offering to change or upgrade bulbs before they burn out.
Whilst customers may only have one bulb that has failed, the
likelihood is that the other will have deteriorated and will soon
follow suit. Included in this issue of Autotechnician magazine
is a free copy of the OSRAM Bulb Menu (for Halogen or HID
bulbs); you can use this to offer alternative bulb types to your
customers that they might not have been aware of. Present
them with the features and benefits of a standard OSRAM
Original or an upgrade such at NIGHT BREAKER LASER (Next
Gen) producing up to 150% more brightness and they are
likely to upgrade. Not only do your customers benefit having
made an informed choice, but you will too as a result of the
profit opportunities upgrade bulbs bring.
If your issue of Autotechnician does not include a copy of the
OSRAM Bulb Menu, email  automotive@osram.co.uk to
request one.

The chamfer tool is designed to be used with an electric
drill and is fitted with a 1/4" quick-chuck shaft, maximum
recommended speed is 400rpm. The tool is fitted with
three High Speed Steel blades that make light work of
repairing damaged bolts and damaged threads. The
blades cut quickly and cleanly and are effective on
stainless steel, hardened steel, mild steel, copper, brass,
wood, fibreglass and even hard plastic. It can be used on
bolts, studs and threaded rods from 3mm in size right up
to 19mm.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

ACCESS HARD-TO-REACH COMPONENTS
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WD-40’s Flexible Multi-Use Product has many uses in
the workshop – cleaning and protecting metal parts,
removing rust, penetrating and displacing moisture, and
lubricating mechanical components. It can be used on a
range of materials, including metal, plastic, most rubbers
and glass.
It’s ideal for lubricating door hinges and sunroof sliding
panels and also protecting components from water
ingress. The bendable Flexible straw keeps its shape and
can even be used to apply the formula upside-down,
so it’s great for precision work. Specific areas can also be
targeted such as cables, bearings and engine fittings.

ADVERTORIAL

Air suspension
components are
not forever!
Air suspension systems use a compressor to inflate rubber air
springs, which may be separate from the shock absorber or
combined with the damper as an air suspension strut. Height
sensors give the ECU a signal when the vehicle is not at a
predetermined height. The compressor then pumps air into
the air springs until the proper height is reached. Like all rubber
components, air springs and struts are wear and tear parts,
even though in this case, we could call them “extended” wear
and tear products as their lifespan ranges from six to ten years.
Mileage, climate, driving conditions and road conditions will
also influence the replacement rate.

grow larger than the air compressor can sustain, or the pump
may simply burn out due to overheating causing additional
expense. At that point, the driver will notice the vehicle is
unable to level itself or a dashboard warning light may come
on indicating the compressor has failed. If the air suspension
is no longer functioning, the customer may not be able to
drive it or the ride may be harsh and uncomfortable, making a
replacement absolutely necessary. An easy way to track even
tiny holes in an air bladder is to spray it with a water and soap
solution.

How can I know there’s a problem
with air suspension?

 info@arnotteurope.com

For more information on all Air Suspension issues, please use
the contact details below:

www.arnotteurope.com

At first, a driver may notice one corner, side, or the entire
vehicle sitting lower than normal, but once the car is started,
the compressor might be able to maintain adequate pressure
and ride height. If the overnight drop exceeds 2-3 cm, the car
has an air suspension issue which is usually a leaking air spring.
Unless the leaks are fixed, these tiny holes will eventually

ADVERTORIAL
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A SMARTER WHEEL BALANCE
Technicians can provide a better wheel balance for drivers and
reduce workshop costs by using fewer balance weights, thanks to
the introduction of a diagnostic wheel balancer from Hunter.
Pro-Align says this approach to wheel balancing is being
described by the equipment manufacturer as the most important
change to wheel balancing techniques in the past 30 years.
Conventional balancers place equal emphasis on single-plane
Static (‘hop’) and dual-plane Couple (‘wobble’) forces, combining
the tolerances together. However, modern cars are around four
times more sensitive to Static forces than Couple.
Hunter’s SmartWeight technology provides a better balance
by separating the Static and Couple imbalance forces. As
the Static forces are the ones most commonly felt by the
driver, SmartWeight assigns a tighter tolerance to these while
maintaining a broader Couple force tolerance. The result is a more
intelligent and better balance for both the vehicle and the driver.
The SmartWeight Pro provides additional benefits including faster
balances due to the regular use of only one correction weight,
fewer check spins and a reduction in weight chasing. The system
also allows for a more visually appealing balance as the smaller
amount of balance weights needed can be hidden more easily
behind wheel spokes. Approximately 35% less weight is used,
potentially saving workshops thousands of pounds each year.
www.pro-align.info/swp

DON’T TURN AWAY DIESEL BUSINESS!
DPF Professional
Clean & Flush

Diesel Intake
Extreme Cleaning

J02230 & J02250

J02285 & J02280

Cleaned in 1 hour
Keep the business in
your workshop



No need to remove DPF
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Two stage clean for
maximum effect

Add extra value to

your service or MOT

For more information:
Call: 0800 783 3717
Email: enquiries@kalimex.co.uk
Web: kalimex.co.uk

COMMON ROTATING ELECTRIC ISSUES
First Line has a comprehensive Borg & Beck rotating electrics
programme, with more than 1,100 starter, alternator and
alternator free-wheel pulley references. Alongside traditional
designs, the range also includes the latest technology and
a growing number of water-cooled and stop-start starter/
alternators.
Here, Borg & Beck’s experts provide advice on common
problems occurring with the Ford Transit (2000-06) model,
which are simple to prevent, but cannot always be seen
straight away.
Top issues include the Diesel starter. Dust and metallic filings
can contaminate the starter drive assembly, due to debris from
the dual mass flywheel (DMF) and leads to premature failure.
The contamination quickly builds up again if the clutch and
DMF are severely worn, therefore Borg & Beck recommends
the replacement of the clutch and flywheel assembly at the
same time as the starter. A long-term solution is to replace the
original clutch/DMF with a single mass flywheel kit, Borg &
Beck reference HKF1001.
These starters also often suffer from premature failure due
to contamination from diesel fuel, caused by the continual
drip of a fuel leak that gradually seeps into the starter and
disintegrates the brushes.
Furthermore, corroded or damaged wiring to the alternators
3-pin plug ‘sense’ connection is a common cause for premature

failure on Transit alternators. It is worth noting that the failure
of the ignition relay will cause the battery light to stay on after
the fitment of the new alternator.
All Borg & Beck rotating machines come with a comprehensive
two-year warranty against manufacturing defects.
01869 248 484
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JAMES DILLON AND DAVID WAGSTAFF OF
TECHNICAL TOPICS WILL JOIN ANDY CROOK OF
GOTBOOST ONCE AGAIN FOR A UNIQUE
AUDIENCE-LED DIAGNOSTICS TRAINING EVENT
AT THE ZF [PRO]TECH FACILITY IN CRICK ON
SATURDAY OCTOBER 5TH.
• Designed for independent workshop owners
& technicians
• Interactive training event
• Live faults to work through
• Network with trainers and delegates
• Investment includes parking, refreshments
& lunch
• Tickets heavily subsidised by sponsors
• Prize raffle
This is a truly unique training day delivered
by some of the best independent trainers in
the automotive aftermarket.

Join Autotechnician for a BIG DAY OUT
live fault-finding event in October
“THE TRAINING WAS FIRST CLASS AND THE
PRICE VERY REASONABLE”
Andy Clarkson, John Clarkson Garage

A TRAINING DAY NOT TO BE MISSED

AUTOTECHNICIAN’S
BIG DAY OUT
Saturday 5th October

ZF [pro]tech Eldon Close, Crick, Northamptonshire, NN6 7SL

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE £98+VAT
Reserve your ticket today: nicola@autotechnician.co.uk • 01634 816 165.
A rewarding day full of expert practical presentations, networking
and great food. We look forward to seeing you there!

Autotech 2019 is sponsored by:
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ELIMINATE CARBON AND PREVENT
EMISSION TEST FAILURES
We visited Steve Kennard at 1st Class Garage back in May and
learnt how his Flex Fuel HY-Carbon equipment was cleaning
up his customer’s engines and helping them get their vehicles
through the emissions test, and also providing him with a
healthy new revenue stream for a straightforward task. We
decided to try it out for ourselves on our 2005 Saab 9-3 2.0
Cabriolet.
The HY-Carbon machine uses a hydrogen decarbonising
process to ‘reduce engine emissions and fuel consumption
and increase engine performance’. By injecting hydrogen into
the intake manifold, carbon deposits are said to be eliminated
from key engine components – the admission valves, the EGR
valve, the turbo and the particulate filter. Independent engine
tests conducted after using the equipment showed up to 50%
less emissions – reporting up to 54% reduction in NoX; with a
return of engine power and reduced fuel consumption.

The HY-Carbon can be set to run for either 30, 60, 90 or 120
minutes – 60 minutes should be used for a preventative clean
and 120 minutes if there is a particular problem. We took
the Saab to JJ’s Autocare in Rochester, Kent and the vehicle
was hooked up for a 90-minute cycle. An emissions check
confirmed the HC had reduced from 4ppm to 0ppm and the
drive felt a little smoother, particularly when the turbo kicks
in. It's also getting a few more miles to the gallon.
Flex Fuel is looking for independent workshops to be part of
its UK expansion. Call 01564 711 609 for more information or
email  sales@flexfuel-company.co.uk.

DO YOU HAVE A 1234YF AIR CONDITIONING MACHINE?
Did you know – it is estimated there are over 5 million cars on the road with
a 1234yf A/C system and vehicles have been in circulation since 2012

DO YOU OFFER AIR CONDITIONING SERVICING?
Did you know – The majority of customers requesting a service
actually have an air conditioning system issue which requires repair

WANT TO DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS?

Did you know – air conditioning servicing is amongst the most
profitable services that a workshop can offer

01827 838 477

BRANCHES NATIONWIDE
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Win a JLM Professional DPF Cleaning Toolkit, Clean &
Flush Treatment and DPF Fuel Additive worth over £350
Kalimex, the UK distributors for JLM Lubricants, are celebrating
the continued success of its DPF Cleaning Toolkit and Clean &
Flush pack with an Autotechnician giveaway.
The DPF Cleaning Toolkit is designed for professional use and
will clean and revive a clogged DPF in around one hour. The
powerful clean and flush fluids quickly break down trapped
carbon allowing a regeneration to take place.
Up until now, when presented with a blocked DPF, a workshop
could offer one of two legal recommendations. The first is
to replace the DPF with a new unit, generally at a cost over
£1,000, the alternative is to remove the DPF and send it away for
cleaning. The latter is a lower cost option in the region of £200 to
£300 pounds or more, but the vehicle remains off the road for a
day or two while the DPF is being cleaned and returned.

For a chance to win this prize, simply email admin@
autotechnician.co.uk with your name, workshop address and
contact telephone number by Monday 7th October, with the
subject header ‘JLM Comp’.
JLM also offers a full range of diesel additives including DPF
Regeneration products, Fuel treatments, Turbo Cleaner and the
NEW Air Intake and EGR Extreme Clean product.
www.jlmlubricants.com

The Professional DPF Cleaning Toolkit from JLM Lubricants offers
a solution that will enable any workshop to clean and flush a
blocked DPF in just one hour. The vehicle can be quickly put
back on the road with minimum disruption to the customer. To
the workshop, this equates to a valuable additional service to
help deal with a growing problem associated with low mileage
or urban cycle diesel engines. The kit includes a powerful
cleaning fluid, a flushing solution to remove any contamination
and a dedicated application toolkit.

MAGflex Pivot
Slim Inspection Lamp
The MAGflex Pivot combines a slim
design with multi axis rotation and tilt,
meaning light can be directed exactly
where required, even into the smallest
and hardest to reach spaces.
For your nearest stockist
visit ringautomotive.com

Gets into
the places
you can’t.

Horizontal
rotation

Rotating
neck for
task light
and torch

Magnets for
hands-free

Compact
pocket
storage
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AUDI S8:
The iron fist in
a velvet glove
approach to
super-luxury
BY IAIN ROBERTSON
For its flagship models, Audi, the luxury arm of the VW Group,
has seldom wielded less than a sledgehammer to crack a nut
and channelling a whopping 566bhp/590lbs ft, its bi-turbo
V8 petrol engine needs every ounce of its active suspension,
four-wheel-steer and quattro 4x4 drivetrain to manage the
technology, which is more evolutionary than revolutionary.
Audi suggests that it ‘knows its customers’ and the low-volume
S8 is performance but not techno-orientated.
Audi needs to offer a sop for the dinosaur impact of its potent
4.0-litre petrol V8 engine and it does so by employing mild
hybrid technology (MHEV) that has been inherited from the
A8 model. A 48v belt-driven alternator starter, using a bootlocated, 0.25kWh lithium-ion battery, enables the engine to
switch off between 34mph and 99mph every time the throttle
pedal is released (dependent on the 48v battery's state of
charge). Yet, this technology is not novel and this MHEV is
not of a ‘plug-in’ type, it cannot move under EV power alone
and relies on the movement of the car above 14mph for
recharging. The S8's average MPG is quoted as 25mpg. Audi
claims that this 48v MHEV system will be rolled-out in every
new future model.

NEW CAR FOCUS

By using iron-lined cylinder barrels in the aluminium crankcase,
friction is reduced for smoother running. A ‘cylinder on
demand’ system, also used by other divisions of the VW Group,
that deactivates individual cylinders in low-load conditions, is
also employed. Yet, Audi cannot help itself and for moments
when punch takes precedence, automatically actuated flaps in
the exhaust system accentuate an impressive V8 soundtrack.
Providing another sop to comfort, sound intrusion that is less
desirable is eliminated by an active noise cancellation system
integrated into the stereo.
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4.0-litre V8 engine
flanked by turbo
intercoolers

Active platform
For its suspension, just being ‘adaptive’ is insufficient at this
level, so the new S8 employs ‘predictive’ active technology that
works in conjunction with the adaptive air ‘springs’. The active
system can raise, or push down, each wheel separately using
electromechanical actuators that Audi UK informs us is not a
48v system but is powered by the car’s standard 12v battery.
The predictive aspect comes from the front camera that sights
road irregularities and adjusts the ride height, pitch and even
roll settings, using parameters learnt from almost 1m miles of
testing, to smooth out progress…again, this tech is not new
and has been seen in other models.
Naturally, the expected Audi driving mode selector is fitted.
In the fifth of the six settings (Comfort +), it engages with
the suspension and tilts the body positively by as much as
three degrees to reduce lateral acceleration on occupants.
In ‘Dynamic’ mode, the 5.2m long, aluminium-bodied and
spaceframe saloon behaves like a sports car, resisting body
roll but also engaging with the all-wheel steering system to
neutralise any wayward body movement. Incidentally, the
active suspension also enables easier entry to and exit from the
passenger compartment, by raising the ride height by up to
50mm, when the door handle is pulled.
As for the electro-mechanical all-wheel steering, again there is
nothing new to reveal but it does enable quick responses and
a tighter turning circle at lower speeds, with the rear wheels
turning in the same direction as the fronts. By steering them
in the opposite direction at higher speeds (above 15mph),
greater stability results. The transition is managed automatically
by a separate electronic control unit.
Of course, Audi’s renowned quattro 4x4 technology, driving
through an 8-speed ZF automatic gearbox, is applied to the
S8 for maximum traction and chassis control. Other luxury
carmakers are using up to 10-speed auto-boxes but Audi feels
that its torque spread is better suited to the 8-speed unit’s
capabilities. A torque-splitting facility eradicates any traces
of understeer, or oversteer, in conjunction with the stability
control electronics. If the standard dinner-plate sized brake
discs are deemed insufficient at hauling-up over 1.8-tonnes of
S8, a ceramic brakes option, with ten-piston front callipers, that
is also 9.6kgs lighter, can be specified.

the instrument panel, where the central focus would be the
tachometer, displayed as a square graph, with the output and
torque shown as percentages, can also be selected using the
on-board computer. Additionally, there is a head-up display
(HUD), on which can be shown important, or emergent,
information.

While it should be reliable, advanced electronics can lead to
nightmare maintenance scenarios

State-of-the-art gear
The S8’s hide-wrapped front power seats offer the usual fore,
aft and up/down adjustments that also include pneumatically
adjustable side bolsters and separate three-stage heating
for each seat. Ventilation and massage functions are cost
options. There are no less than 38 ADAS systems, providing
conditional level three autonomy, divided into both City and
Tour packages. They include adaptive cruise assist, traffic jam
assist and lane tracking but, in combination with predictive
efficiency assist, braking and accelerating in anticipation of
what lies ahead is part of the package. The City assist program
takes all known crash mitigation information into account
to provide a notional safety cell around the S8. Audi calls it
‘Pre sense 360°’. If it detects an impending side impact, it can
operate together with the predictive active suspension to
raise the body instantly by as much as 80mm, thereby raising
the sill height for the more effective absorption of impact
energy.
There is a high-speed processor 'brain' behind the ADAS
systems in the S8 (which Audi refers to as: zFAS). About
the size of a tablet computer and stored below the boot
floor, it is solely responsible for processing all data from a
comprehensive model of the vehicle’s surroundings based on
information provided by each of the sensors. There are five
radar sensors, six cameras, twelve ultrasound sensors and a
laser scanner on board, each feeding the zFAS, which then
interprets and acts upon the information received.

Digitised connectivity
Featuring two large digital touchscreens in the centre stack,
the Audi S8 provides the driver with adjustability over nearly
all functions. They also incorporate haptic feedback, while
the system also uses natural speech control. Alexa, Amazon’s
cloud-based voice assistant, is an option to the self-learning
and improving Audi software and it saves an array of
questions, answers and even speech forms to the cloud, as
part of its learning process.

Audi’s MMI Navigation-plus serves as the infotainment and
media management centre and, drawing on the ‘swarm
intelligence’ of all similarly connected Audis, car-to-car, online
traffic sign information, hazard alerts and even parking search
functions are available. Finally, a ‘myAudi’ app connects the
car to the customer’s smartphone so that they can send
destinations to the car from their home computer more readily.
Of course, all this technology does not come cheap and the
new Audi S8 could cost around £100,000, when it is launched
officially in late-September.
Summary: While Audi has adopted an accessible
potency route with its new S8, it is unusual for a rangetopping premium German saloon to feature a lot of the
technology that is far from innovative, despite the car's high
specification. We know that the company is not avoiding EVs
but Audi knows its market and it is clear that its high-end
customers prefer engineering traditions and not
new-fangled tech. Of course, a relatively rare model like
this has the potential to be a nightmare to repair, should
something go wrong, by the time it reaches its tenth
birthday. Fortunately, as with big Mercs and Bimmers, the
level of aftermarket support is going to be crucial.

“The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018. There are stricter limits for
emissions from diesel cars with a DPF” - Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency

We can help.

Proven DPF Cleaning Solution from BG
• It’s time to tackle DPF issues
properly say experts, BG Products

• BG Service attacks underlying
problem as well as the symptoms

BG DPF & Emissions Service
Attacks the deposits causing poor combustion
and clears the Soot suffocating the DPF
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RESTORES PERFORMANCE
REDUCES EMISSIONS
RESTORES FUEL EFFICIENCY
Results from DPF Pressure Test of the Service:

All driving-relevant information appears ahead of the driver,
in the Audi ‘virtual cockpit’, the multi-functional display that
can be switched between two views. While the rev-counter
and speedometer are displayed as large dial-type gauges on
the LCD screens in driving mode, the map is the centre of
attention in infotainment mode. Both views have S modelspecific red graphics. A special S-performance layout for

DPF Pressure
Before Service:
• 228mb at idle
• 616mb at wide
open throttle

- Blocked!

DPF Pressure
After Service:
• 6mb at idle
• 93mb at wide
open throttle

- Clean!

Leaders in automotive solutions and improving garage profitability
www.bgprod.co.uk | T: 01284 777934 | Email: info@bgprod.co.uk
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TAILPIPE

TAILPIPE: TALES FROM THE WORKSHOP FLOOR

IN CONJUNCTION WITH SIMON POWNEY,
OF MARKHAMS GARAGE, KINGSLAND, NEAR
LEOMINSTER, IAIN ROBERTSON SHOWS HOW
MANAGING A GARAGE SERVICES BUSINESS IN AN
OUTLYING AREA DEMANDS BIG EARS, BIG ARMS AND
A VIBRANT SENSE OF COMMUNITY.
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Managing change, or at least a willingness and ability to
make changes, is what helps with any business survival plan.
“I’ve never feared change,” admits Simon, “which means that,
whether we have to alter our modus operandi, to meet fresh
challenges, or just keep a wary eye open for new opportunities,
addressing change is only a component of the overall
management strategy.”
For more than a quarter of a century, from apprentice to
becoming a director, Simon believes that applying all of his
senses to the business at Markhams Garage has been vital to
his present role. Recognition as the ‘hub of a community’, has
meant that an ‘anything goes’ approach has been essential.
“It is not unusual, in my role as a volunteer fireman,” he
outlines, “to attend a road traffic incident, in a 20 mile radius of
Kingsland, and either the people involved in the accident are
already customers, or it may be that, conveniently, I ‘just know
somebody’.”
Naturally, being competitive in a hectic market is vital. “Yes,
prices are critical”, he states. “If we bump them up, even by £1
per hour, at worst, our customers will believe that something
has gone wrong, or that we may be ripping them off.” Yet,
with labour rates at £48 per hour, which can be exceeded
by upwards of twice that amount in nearby Leominster, or
Hereford, Markhams can only be said to offer great value for
money. “Mind you,” explains Simon, “when we are asked to
repair a washing machine, or a petrol lawnmower, pricing-forthe-job flexibility, which often takes into account other local
aspects, weighs into the equation!”

It may only be a small team at Markhams but being on top of
the latest technology (as you can read elsewhere in this issue)
is crucial to maintaining a local service to the community. “We
have been very careful,” points out Simon, “to be as ‘tech-aware’
as we can be and it can sometimes shock our local customers
when we produce a dedicated electronic reader, when dealing
with their motoring problems. Knowing how to use the latest
technology proficiently is also essential, although we know
that a lot of it can save us money in the longer term, which can
only be beneficial to a business possessing 90+ years of local
consistency.”
Yet, so many communities change their boundaries. Young
people leave to be educated and earn money in cities.
Original inhabitants soon become outnumbered by out-oftowners. “We are reminded constantly of logistical changes,”
outlines Simon, “but we have made it our job to know what’s
happening locally and we can service company and fleet
vehicles to the most exacting of manufacturer standards,
without the associated heavy on-costs.”
While village life, in some respects, can be idyllic, it demands
steely determination to remain on top but Simon has some
great advice to offer anybody in a similar situation. “Listen to
your customers as a priority”, he states categorically. “Without
their custom, you have NO business. We have made it our
business to understand theirs. In looking after them, they look
after us. It is too easy to state that loyalty in modern society has
been turfed out with the baby’s bathwater, but it is in our remit
to nurture, and we care deeply about how we foster strong
local relationships.”
If there any secrets resident in small local garage businesses,
very few of them are untried, or untested by Markhams
Garage and, if anything, in a magazine issue dedicated to
systems management, it proves that people management,
in its broadest and most visceral sense, is what maintains this
garage’s place in its community.

Driven by

SUCCESS

Advanced gasoline direct injection by Bosch. Proven on the
world’s racetracks, Bosch gasoline direct injection technology is
key to achieving ultra-efficient engine performance in modern
vehicles. Most international vehicle manufacturers rely on the
innovative injection components from Bosch. When it
comes to servicing high-pressure pump and injectors in
OE-quality, ESI[tronic], Bosch tools and trainings ensure that
the engine remains at peak performance and efficiency.
success.bosch-automotive.com
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